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FROM THE CIRCUIT COURT- O.t<' THE CITY OF RICHMOND, VA. 
"The briefs shdl be printed in type not less in size than 
small pica, and shall be nine inches in length and six inches 
in width, so as to conform in dimensions to the printed 
records along with which . they are to be bound, in accord-
ance with Act of Assembly, approved March 1, 1903; and 
the clerks of this court are directed not to receive or file a 
brief not conforming in all respects to the aforementioned 
requirements." 
The foregoing is printed ln small pica type for the infor-
mation of counsel. 
H. STEW ART JONES, Clerk. 
IN THE . .: 
Supreme· Court of Appeals ·of . Virginii 
AT RICHMOND. 
CITY OF RICHMOND · 
v. 
H. ~I. WRIGHT .. 
To the Hon.o·ra.ble Jtttd.{Jes of the Su.pre·me Court .of Appeli~ 
of Virgin.i.a.: 
Your petitioner, the City of Richmond, a municipal corpo ... 
· i·ation chartered by the General Assembly of Virginia, re..: 
8pectfully represents that it is aggrieved by a certain :final 
judgment of the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond in 
the sum of fifteen hundred dollars, rendered on the 28th day ' 
of .Tune, 1927, with interest thereon at the rate of six per 
centum per annum from the lOth day of March, 1927, until 
paid, in a certain action at law wherein H. M. Wright was 
plaintiff and your petitioner was defendant. .A transcript 
of the record of the judgment aforesaid is herewith presented 
as part of this petition. Unless otherwise indicated, all italics 
used herein will be thos~ of petitioner. 
CASE STATED. 
~'he basis of this netion is the alleg·ed negligence of peti-
tioner in failing to provide a culvert underneath Carlisle 
Avenue near its intersection with Government or Nanonal 
Cemetery road, adequate to carry off the waters of a natural 
stream running approximately parallel with the Government 
road in the rear of plaintiff's premises, which are located at 
the intersection of Carlisle Avenue and Government road. 
· In November, 1919, 1\tfrs. ~Iaggie M. Geffert, the predece~- -~ 
sor in title of the plaintiff, conveyed unto petitioner a seven-
---- -- --...,...------
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·teen foot strip off the northern boundary of her property for 
the purpose of extending Carlisle Avenue across the stream 
in question so as to connect it with the Government road. At 
the same time petitioner acquired thirty-three feet of Ian~ 
from another owner and proceeded to open and extend Car: 
.lisle Avenue as a fifty foot street. 
In the deed from Mrs. Geffert to petitioner, there was con-
tained the following stipulation: 
'(All claim against the City of Richmond is hereby waived 
arising from the extension and grading of Carlisle A venue 
adjacent to and abutting my property." 
Upon a previous trial of this cause the learned judge of 
the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond sustained a plea 
of release filed by. petitioner and entered judgment in its 
favor. The Special Court of Appeals reversed this judgment 
fn the case of Wt·ight v. City of Richmond, 146 Va. 835; 132 
S. E. 7(}7, and remanded the cause for a new trial. 
· The culvert unden1eath Carlisle A venue was installed in 
Decem~, 1919, as an eighteen inch culvert, which, according 
LLAA~contradicted testimony of petitioner's engineer, La-
--·-- Prade (101-2), was sufficient to drain from twenty to twenty- . 
five acres, whereas the same witness testified without contra-
aiction (101) that the actual area drained by the stream in 
question was only about fifteen acres. 
The first overflow after the installation of the culvert oc-
curred in .A.ugust, 1922. By reason of the fact that plaintiff 
tailed within six months thereof to give petitioner the notice 
i·equired by section 19g of its charter, the court instructed 
the jury that there could be no recovery on that account. 
Plaintiff relies upon this overflow, ho,vever, to prove notice 
to petitioner of the inadequate size of the culvert. Petition-
er's answer to this contention is that-the culvert was adequate 
but that the overflow of 1922 was occasioned by stoppage due 
to the accumulation of trash and debris carried down by the 
stream from the back premises of the plaintiff and other 
·riparian a but tors above him. The evidence bearing upon this 
question will be discussed later. 
Petitioner's defense to the claim for damages caused by 
tlte overflo'v of July :30, 1923, is that the rainfall on that day 
was· of so excessive and extraordinary and unprecedented 
· eharacter as to amount to an act of God, for which there is no 
·liability. Petitioner believes it can show that the evidence to 
sustain this contention is uncontradicted. 
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The overflo'v of August 1, 1923, was due to the fact that a 
large segment of .curb and gutter on Carlisle Avenue fell as 
the result of the overflow two days previous, crushing in the 
intake of the culvert and partially stopping it up. Until the 
water subsided, petitioner could not open up the culvert, .and 
hence the rain of August 1st caused an overflow which, how-
ever, did little or no damag~. 
The record shows that there have been no overflows sub-
sequent to August 1, 1923. 
After all the evidence had been adduced at the trial (whl:ch 
evidence is incorporated in petitioner's bill of exception ~o. 
3), the cout gave certain instructions numbered from 1 to· 
12, inclusive, to the giving of which instruction No. 12 peti-
tioner objected, and the giving of said instruction is made th.e 
subject of petitioner's bill of exception No. 1. 
Petitioner offered certain instructions designated respect-
ively as A n.nd B, both of which were refused, and this action 
of the court is made the subject of petitioner's bill of excep-
tion No. 2. · 
Upon the rendition of the verdict, petitioner moved the 
court to set aside the same upon the ground that it -was con-
trary to the law and the evidence, which motion was overruled, 
and this action of the court is made the subject of petitioner•s 
bill of exception No. 4 . 
ERRORS ASSIGNED. 
Petitioner assigns as error: 
lst. The giving by tl1e trial court of instruction No. 12 (p .. 
11). . 
2nd. The refusal of the trial court to give the instructions 
A and B, asked for by petitioner (p. 12). 
3rd. Tl1e refusal of the trial court to set aside the verdict 
(p. 196). 
CASE ARGUED . 
. 
The foregoing- several assignments of error willno'v be dis-
cussed in the order stated. 
I. INSTRUCl'riON NO. ·12 SHOULD NOT HAVE BEEN 
GIVEN. 
The notice of motion for judgment is not in the present 
transcript, but is to be found on pages 8 and 9 of the printed 
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tra~script on the former appeal. The g'ravamen of the action 
is damage to the plaintiff's real and personal property occa-
sioned by the overflow of the stream running beneath Uarlisle 
Avenue, 'vhich overflow, it is alleged, was due to the inad-
equacy of the ·culvert. Yet in addition to the damage to prop-
erty, the jury were told that they might also take into oon-
sideration ''any inconvenience, annoyance and discomfort 
suffered by him on account of said floods, which occurred on 
July 30 and August 1, 1923 ". 
That 'this was prejudicial to petitioner's rights is mani-
fest by referenc-e to the testimony of plaintiff's witness Pear-
man (p. 58), who offered the only testimony as to property 
damage. This witness made an estimate of six hundred and 
fifty 4o1lars, covering the flood of 1922 (for ,which the court 
told the jury theJe could be no recovery) and the flood of 
1923. No actual repairs have ever been done, and Pearman's 
estimate for the two floods is all the evidence of pecuniary 
damage disclosed by the record. Assuming that the jury 
might have been justifiable in awarding the entire sum of six 
hundred and fifty- dollars as compensation for the flood of 
1923, there still remains the sum of eight hundred and fifty 
dollars, representing speculative and conjectural damages to 
the person of plaintiff on account of ''inconvenience, annoy-
ance and discomfort''. 
Plaintiff's testimony as to this_ alleged inconvenience is to 
be found at page 21· where he stated that he had to move his 
family out of the house for about three weeks on account of 
the dampness and odor, and petitioner submits that t_he giv-
ing of so large an amount of money for so small an amount of 
inconvenience is of itself conclusive that the jury was biased 
against petitioner and hence failed to give due consideration 
to the evidence favorable to petitioner vlhich will be discussed 
in the third assignment of error. 
II. INSTRUCTlONS A AND B SHOULD I-IA VE BEEN 
GIVEN. 
(a) At the time of the trial of this cause, petitioner, be-
cause of the fact that the drainage area of the stream in ques-
1ion had been somewhat enlarged and the flow of the stream 
_might be accelerated, an9- because of the overflow of 1923, was 
engaged in replacing the eighteen inch culvert beneath Car-
lisle Avenue with a forty-eight inch culvert. Major M. 0. 
Hankins, a distinguished bridge and sewer engineer of fifty 
years experience, testified (p. 126) t.hat this new culvert woulcl 
. -,:--· - -· ---- --
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drain an area of 150 acres as contrasted with the 15 acre ·; 
drainage area which was taken care of by the eighteen inch 
culvert. This testimony ~as uncontradicted. 
The court properly instructed the jury in the instruction 
No. 11 (p. 10) that they could not consider any future dam-
age to the property if they believed from the evidence that 
petitioner was constructing beneath Carlisle Avenue a cul-
Yert sufficient in size to carry off the water in the area drained 
by the stream in question. But petitioner asked the court to 
go further and to instruct the jury that ·evidence of the en-
largement of the culvert in question subsequent to the injury 
complained of was not to be considered· as showing negligenc.e 
or as amounting to an admission of negligence. This the 
court refused to do, and thereby plainly erred. 
In V a .. etc. Wheel Co. v. Chalkley, 98 Va. 62, 64, your Hon-
ors quoted with approval from the case of IJ!Iorse v. Minn. ct 
St. L. Ry., 30 Minn. 465, 468, ·in part as follows: 
"A person may have exercised all the care which the law 
required, and yet, in the light of his new experience, after an 
unexpected accident has occurred, and, as a measure of ex-
treme caution, he may adopt additional safeguards. The 
more careful a person is, the more regard he has for the lives 
of others, the more likely he would be to adopt additional 
safeguards, and it would seem unjust that he should do so 
without being liable to l1ave such acts construed as an admh;-
sion of prior negligence. "\Ve think such a rule puts an unfair 
interpretation upon human conduct, and virtually holds ont 
nn inducement for continued negligence.'' 
rro the same effect is the decision in 'Col'lHn.bia Railroad Co: 
\'. Ilan•thornP, 144 U.S. 292, and Hart v. Lancashire & Yoi·k-
sltire Railu:a;l}, 21 Law Times (N. S.) 261. 
In the former case ?\Ir. Justice Gray said at page 207: 
"But it is now settled upon much consideration of the de-
cisions of the highest courtfZ of most of the States in which 
the question has nrisen, that the evidence is incompetent, be-
eanse the taking of such precautions against the future is not 
to he construed as an admission of responsibility for the past, 
has no legitimate tendency to prove that the defendant l1ad· 
been negligent before the accident happe11ed, and is ca]cu-
lated to distract the minds of the jury from the real issue, and_ 
~,--· 
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·1;o create a prejudice against the defendant. 11 Citing a num-
ber of cases. 
And in the latter case Baron Bramwell said at page 267: · 
"People do not furnish evidence against themselves sim-
ply by adopting a new plan to prevent the recurrence of an 
accident. I think that a proposition to the contrary would 
be barbarous. '' 
. It is true that, in the foregoing cases, evidence offered by 
the plaintiffs to set up an admission of negligence was ex-
eluded. In the case at bar, plaintiff is suing for entire dam-
ag~s, past and future, and it became necessary for petitioner 
to adduce eviden.ce showing there could be no future damages. 
,Such evidence being admissible for that purpose, petitioner 
was clearly entitled to an instruction limiting the scope and 
effect of the evidence to the purpose for which it was offered,. 
as the underlying principle must be the same in any event. 
(b) As heretofore stated, the evidence on behalf of peti-
tioner is u11disputed to the effect that the original eigl1teen 
in(}h culvert was sufficient to drain an area of 25 acres, while 
.the actual drainage area was only 15 acres. Other evidence on 
·behalf of petitioner (pp. 103, 105, 122, 123) tended to prove 
that the overflow of 1922 was caused by the accumulation of 
trash and debris at the intake of the culvert, and was not 
due to the inadequacy of its size. The witnesses to this ef-
fect were all skilled and experienced engineers in ptitioner 's 
department of public works, under whose supervision the 
eig-hteen inch culvert was installed. 
The overflow of 1923 demonstrated for the first time that 
the culvert was ipadequate to provide for such unusual and 
~xtraordinary downpour of rain as was had on that occasion 
a.nd which amounted to an act of God, according to the undis-
puted testimony, as will presently be shown. 
·under these circumstances petitioner offered the instruc-
tion B which,_ if given, would have told the jury that, in de-
termining what size a culvert should be built, a city exercises 
a discretionary power and that if, in the judgment of its 
skilled engineers, a culvert is of sufficient size to drain the-
area required; then a city cannot be held liable for an under-
sized culvert unless it is shown by a preponderance of the 
evidence that ea;perience has demonstrated that the culvert, 
after being installed, is inadequate .~o that the city should 
have had notice of the condition, by ex11e·rienoe. 
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Two cases sustainhJg the correctness of this principle were 
cited with approval on the former appeal in Wright v. City of 
Riohmond, 146 Va. 835, 838 and 839, namely; Johnston v. 
District of Col~tn~bia, 118 U. ·s. 20, and City of Atlanta v. 
Tn!Jssell, 94 S. E. 651. 
The instant case was heard on the former appeal upon the 
pleadings alone, the trial court having sustained petitioner's 
plea of release, and no evidence having been certified. Upon 
this trial, ~1owever, petitioner adduced the evidence above 
alluded to of stoppage in 1922, and petitioner submits with 
confidence that it should have been left to the jury to say, 
under instruction B, whether or not petitioner had had any 
notice of tl1e inadequacy of the culvert prior to the overflow 
of 1923. 
As sustaining petitioner's contention on this point, refer-
ence is made to two Virginia cases, StansbU'ry v. Riohmond, 
116 Va. 205, 209, where it was said that a municipality, in de· 
vising plans and systems for supplying the public with water, 
sewerage and the like, exercises legislative duties involving 
the use of judgment and discretion, and ought not to be held 
liable to civil actions for defects or want of efficiency of plans, 
at ltast during the formative or experimental stage of the 
enterprise, and Riohmond v. Cheatwood, 130 Va. 76, 90, 'vhere 
it was said: "It may be conceded that, as contended, the city 
could not be held liable for the honest mistakes of its skilled 
engineers ,.ll< * *. '' 
In the instant case, the jury may have believed implicitly 
the statements of petitioner's engineers that the overflow of 
1922 was due solely to stoppage, and yet, by reason of the 
faHure of the court to grant the instruction B, they were left 
free to conclude that the mere fact of an overflow in 1922 put 
petitioner upon notice that tl1e culvert was inadequate. 
III. THE VERDICT IS CONTRARY TO THE LAW AND 
THE EVIDENCE. 
In the foregoing two assignments of error, petitioner l1as 
discussed the law relative to the instructions given and re-
fused, and to some extent the evidenceAfipposite to such in-
structions. It only remains now to consider petitioner's de- >< 
fense that the injury complained of was consequent upon a 
flood of so unusual and unprecedented and extraordinary a 
nature as to bring it 'vithin the category of an act of God. 
Petitioner is not unmindful of the well establishe~ princi-
ple that it is the province of a jury to pass upon the facts 
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·where the evidence is conflicting, but it is also equally aware 
that a verdict must have. so1ne evidence whereby to support 
it, and petitioner is advised that the evidence in this case to 
the effect that. the storm of 1923 was without precedent is 
overwhelming and uncontradicted, and that consequently peti-
tioner, in the exercise of ordinary care and foresight ·on its 
part could not have been expected reasonably to anticipate. 
it. 
On this point the evidence of ~Iajor Evans, the chief of the 
U. S. Weather Bureau for Virginia, with headquarters in the 
City of "&ichmond, is illumina.tng. Commencng at page 178 
of the record, lVlajor Evans testified that the amount of ex-
cessive precipitation on July :10, 1923, was 7.01 inches during 
a period of 2 hours and 36 minutes from 6 :20 P. ~L to 8 :56 
P.M. The next heaviest downpour occurred August 19, 1908,. 
where the rain began at an exces.ctive rnte at 9:14 P. M. and 
ended at 10:00 P. M., during· which period of 46 minutes there 
was a preripitation of 2.91 inches. The next was June 3, 1920,. 
when the excessive rain amom1ted to 2.43 inches during a 48 
minute period from 5 :08 P. M. to 5 :56 P. M. Maj~r Evans 
further testified under cross examination that the longer a 
rain continued, the greater would be the quantity of run-off 
that a culvert would be required to take care of, ''because 
duration is as much of importance as intensity in a casn of 
that sort", a proposition which is within the common knowl-
edg·e of every one who stops to consider that, after the gronud 
bas absorbed all the moisture of which it is capable and after 
evaporation has practically ceased, the residue must flo'v 
along its natural channel and hence is liable to overtax its 
outlet. 
In addition to the testimony of l\Iajor Evans, the atten-
tion of your Honors is invited to the chart made by James 
Bolton of the department of public works of petitioner, used 
as a basis of design for storm sewers in the City of Richmond, 
w_hich shows every so-called excessive rainfall prior 
to 1923, for 'vhich year the eurve towers head and shoulders 
:above them all, both for intensity and duration. 
The further attention of your 1-Ionors is invited to the ]>ho-
tographs taken in different portions of the city at the in-
stance of petitioner on .A.ugust l, 1923, show·ing tho dcvast.n.. 
tion. wrought by this terrific downpour of July 30, 1923, 
and especially of the havoc depicted in the three photographs 
marked respectively "City's Ex. 6", "City's Ex. 7" and 
"City's Ex. 8'·' where vVilliamsburg AYenue crosses Gillies 
creek, of which the stream under consideration is a tribu-
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tary. These and the other photographs give a description of 
this storm more graphic and more convincing of its intensity 
than could nny language which petitioner's counsel might 
employ, and petitioner submits that they, in conjunction with 
the testimony of !1ajor Evans and Mr. Bolton, establish con-
clusively, in the absence of all countervailing testimony, that 
. the damage to plaintiff's property was Siccasioned by an act 
of God for which petitioner is not responsible. 
For the foregoing reasons petitioner prays that it may be 
granted a writ of error and be awarded a supersedeas to the 
aforementioned judgment of J nne 28, 1927, and that the same 
may be reversed and annulled, and a final judgment be ren-
dered in favor of petitioner, who, being a municipal corpo-
ration, should not be required to give a supersedeas or other 
b?nd, in conformity with section 6351 of the Code of Vir-
gina. 
Respectfully submitted, 
' JAMES E. GA.NNON, 
LUCIUS F. CARY, Counsel. 
CITY OF RICHMOND, 
By Counsel. 
I, James E. Cannon, an attorney at law, practicing in the 
Supreme Court of .A.ppeals of ·virginia, do certify that in my 
opinion the judgment eomplained of in the foregoing peti-
tion should be rcYicwed and reversed. 
Gi\?en under my han<l this 18th day of August, 1927. 
JAl\IES E. CANNON. 
Received Aug. 26, 1!)27. 
Writ of error and supersedeas awarded. 
R. H. L. CIIICHESTER. 
'ro the Clerk at Hichmond. 
Rec'd ~~ug. 30/27. 
_; . ' ,., .. 
II. S. J. 
--,.,------~---- ---~-~~ ----
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VIRGINIA: 
Pleas before the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond, 
held in the Court room of said City in the City Hall thereof 
on Tuesday, the 28th day of J nne, 1927. 
Be It Remembered, that heretofore, to-wit: At a Circuit· 
Court of the City of Richmond held in the Court room of said 
City in the City Hall thereof on Wednesday, the 5th day of 
May, 1926. 
H. M. Wright, Plaintiff,. 
against 
City of Richmond, Defendant. 
NOTICE OF MOTION FOR. JUDGMENT. 
The following order of the Special Court of Appeals in this 
··ease was duly received and ir as folJows: 
"Virginia:· 
In the Special Court of Appeals, held at the Library Build-
ing in the City of Richmond on Thursday, th~ 22nd day of 
April, 1926. 
H. M. Wright, Plaintiff in Error, 
against 
City of Richmond, Defendant in Error. 
Upon a. writ of error to a judg·ment rendered by the Circuit 
Court of the City of Richmond on the 27th day of Noven1ber, 
1924. . 
This day came agah1 the parties, by counsel, and the Court 
having maturely considered the transcript of the record of 
the judgment aforesaid and arguments of counsel, 
page 2 ~ is of opinion, for reasons stated in writing and filed 
with the record, that the said ju-dgment is en·on-
euos. It is therefore adjudged and ordered tl1at the said judg-
ment be reversed and annulled, and that the plaintiff in er-
ror recover of the defendant in error his costs by hint ex-
pended about the prosecution of his writ of error afornsaid 
here, and the cause is remandeg to the said Circuit Court for 
. a new trial to be had not in conflict with the views expressed 
in the said written opinion of _this court. 
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Which is ordered to be certified to the said Circuit Court. 
A Copy-Teste: 
H. STEW ART JONES, C. C. 
And at another day, to-wit: At a Circuit Court of the 
City of Richmond, held in the Court room of said City in the 
City Hall ~~hereof on Monday, the 29th day of November., 
1926. 
This day came again the parties, by their attorneys, and 
thereupon came a jury, to-wit: A. J. Wilmoth, P. B. Watt, 
,V. 8. P.l\1:ayo, E. L. Wilkinson, Richard P. Winston, John E. 
Wells and E. R. Phillips, being s'voru 'veil and truly to try 
the issue joined in this action, and having heard the· evidence 
were adjourned until to-morrow morning at ten o'clock. 
And at another day, to-wit: At a Circuit Court of the City 
:Of Richmond, held in the Court room of said City, in the City 
Hall thereof, on Tuesday, the 30th day of Novem· 
page 3 ~ ber, 1926. 
This day came again the parties, by their attorneys, and the 
jury sworn to try the issue joined in this action on yesterday 
appeared in Court in accordance with their adjournment, and 
having heard the a1·guments of counsel ·were sent out of Court 
to consult of a verdict, and after sometime returned into 
Court and not being able to agree in a verdict Richard P. 
\Vinston, one of said jurors is withdrawn and the remainder 
of said jury from. rendering their ver~lict are altogether dis-
charged. 
And at another day, to-wit: .At a Circuit Court of the City 
of Richmond, held in the Court room of said City in the City 
Hall thereof, on Wednesday, the 9th day of l\tfarcl1, 1927: 
This day came again the parties, by their attorneys, and 
thereupon came a jury, to-wit.: James C. Wheat, H. L. Wilk-
inson, C. F .. Turner, C. W. Morris, H. J. Wood, M. M. Mose-
ley and vV. N. Wharton, being sworn well and truly to try the 
issue joined in this case and having partly heard the evidence 
""ere adjourned until to-morrow morning at ten o'clock. 
And at another day, to-wit: .At a Circuit Court of the City 
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of Richmond, h~ld in the Court room of said City in the City 
Hall thereof, on Thursday, the lOth day of March, 1927. 
This day came again the parties, by their attorneys, and · 
the jury sworn to try the issue joined in this action on yes-
terday appeared in Court in accordance with their 
page- 4 ~ adjournment and having fully heard the evidence 
and arguments of counsel, were sent out of Court 
to consult of a verdict, and after sometime returned into 
Court with a verdict in the words and figures, to-wit: ""\Ve, 
the jury, on the issue, joined, find for the plaintiff and assess 
his damages at $1,500.00." .Thereupon the defendant, by its 
attorneys, moved the Court to set aside the said verdict and 
grant it a new trial on the g-round that the same is contrary 
to the law and the evidence. \Vhich motion is continued. 
And now at this day, to-wit: At a C~rcuit Court of the 
City of Richmond, held in the Court room of said City in the 
City Hall thereof, on Tuesday, the 28th day of June, 1927, be-
ing the day and year first herein written. 
This day came again the parties, by their attorneys, and 
the Court· having maturely considered the defendant's mo-
tion to set nside the verdict of tl1e jury rendered herein, 
doth overrule the same. To which action and ruling of the 
Court the defendant, by its attorney, excepted. It is there-
fore considered by the Court that the plaintiff recover against 
the defendant the sum of Fifteen Hundred Dollars the dam-
ages asse·ssed by the jury in their verdict aforesaid with in-
terest thereon to be computed after the rate of six per centum 
per-annum from the lOth day of ~rfarch, 1927, until paid ancl 
his costs by him about his action herein expended. 
MEMOR.ANDUl\f: Upm1 the trial of this action the defend-
ant excepted to sundry opinions and the judgment of the 
Court given against it, and leaYe is given it to file its certifi-
cates or hills of except.imu; at any time within the time al-
lowed by law, and the defendm1t intimating its intention of 
applying to the Supreme Court of Appears for a 
page 5 ~ writ of .c:-~tpM·.c;edeas to the said judgment the same 
suspended for a period of sixty clays from this da:r. 
And afterwards, to-wit: At a Circuit Court of tlle Oity 
of R.ichmond, held in the Court room of said City in the City 
Hall thereof on vVcdnesclay, the 13th day of July, 1927. 
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This day came again the parties, by their attorneys and the 
defendant, by its attorneys, presented to the Court its four 
bills of exceptions which were recevied by the Court, signed, 
sealed and made a part of the record of this trial. 
page 6 } Viriginia, 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond. 
DEFENDANT'S BILL OF EXCEPTION NO. 1. 
H. J\L Wright 
v. 
City of Richmond. 
Be it remembered tl1at, upon the trial of this cause, the 
court gave the following instructions, which 'vere all the in-
structions given by the court: 
(1) 
The Court instructs the jury that no person or corpora-
tion has a rig-ht to construct a culvert over a natural water-
course in such manner as to obseruct the flow of the stream 
and thro'v its water back on another owner's property to its 
i11jury, and the culvert or opening must be sufficient to ac-
comod{t~te,"not only the natural and normal flow of the stream, 
but such abnoqpal and excessive flow as may reasonably be. 
anticipated in times of high 'vater and flood; and if the jury 
believe from the evidence i~1 this case that the City of Rich-
mond, in grading and extending Carlisle Avenue across the 
stream adjacent to the plaintiff's property, failed to make 
such reasonable provision for the outlet of such volume of 
water as from the climatic and geogTa.phical coiHlitions may 
reasonably he expected to flow through said stream, whether 
of frequent or .infrequent- occurrence, and that the plaintiff's 
property was damaged thereby, they must find for the plain-
tiff, unless the jury shall further believe from the evidence 
that the plaintiff was. guilty of contributory negligence, or 
from flqgds so uuustull and extraordinary as to bring them 
within the category of an act of God. · 
(2) 
The Court instructs the jury that if the City of R.ichmond 
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relies upon acts of God, or that the floods complained of, or 
any of them were extraordinary, .as a defense in 
page 7 ~ this case, then the burden is on the City of 1:tich-
mond to prove by a preponderance of the evidence 
that the said. floods were so extraordinary that the history 
of climatic variations and other conditions in the locality of 
the plaintiff's property affords no reasonable warning of 
them. And if you believe from the evidence tllat any of the 
floods complained of should be classed as ''acts of God'', 
yet if yo.u further believe from the evidence that the City of 
Ricl1mond 'vas negligent in the construction ancl maintenance 
of too small a ~ulvert and that said negligence contributed 
to the floods of the. plaintiff's property, the City CJf Richmond 
is still liable for injury caused to his property by said floods. 
(3) 
The Court instructs the jury that the City of R.ichmond has 
no right to construct a culvert over a natural watercourse 10 
such· manner as to obstruct. the flow of the stream and throw 
its waters back on another owner's property to 1ts injury,. 
and the culvert or opening must he sufficient to accoUlmodate~ 
not only the natural and normal flow of the stream, out such 
ai)normal and excessive flow as may reasonably be antici-
pated in times of high water and flood. There is no duty to 
provide for floods so unusual and extraordinary as to bring 
them within the category of an ''Act of God''. Floods such 
~s from climatic· and geographical conditions may reasonably 
be expected, whether of frequent or infrequent occurrence, 
must be taken into consideration in e·stimating hazards at-
tending the obstruction of 'vatercourses. The term "aet of 
God", in its legal sense, applies only to events in nature so 
extraordinary tliat the history of climatic variations and 
other conditions in the particular locality offers no reason-
able warning· of them. 
(4) 
.pag·e 8 ~ The Court instructs the jury that a municipal 
. corporation is not hound to do more in the construc-
tion and maintenance of its culverts than to use ordinary 
care. It can only he required to construct its culverts so ns to 
be safe and sufficient for ordinary conditions. It is not hound 
.for damageR arisinp: from overflows from its culverts caused 
.by extraordinary falls of rain. If, therefore, the jury believe 
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from the evidence that the injury complained of in the plain-
tiff's notice of mo'tion occurred on the evening of July 30th, 
1923, and on August 1st, 1923, and further believe from the 
evidence that there was on July 30th, 1923, in the City of Rich-
mond in the territory drained by the culvert in the notice of 
motion mentioned, a great rainfall, out of the ordinary course 
of things, producing a gr.eat flood of water, and not an ordi-
l1ary flood such as might reasonably be expected in this locality 
und climate and that by reason of such extraordinary flood 
said .culvert was too small to carry off the water, or that 
trash, debris, tin cans, a piece of curb, and such other mate-
rials were brought clown into the said culvert which choked, 
obstructed and stopped up said culvert so as to prevent it 
from carrying off the water thus accumulated and that said 
stoppage continued until August 1st, 1923, without lack of 
reasonable and ordinary care on the part of the defendant, 
and that thereby the plaintiff's premises were flooded on July 
30th, 1923, and on August 1st, 1923, as in the notice of motion 
alleged, then the City of Richmond is not liable for the dam-
ages complained of in the said notice of motion. on account of 
said extraordinary flood-provided the jury shall believ~ 
from the evidence that it was an extraordinary flood. The 
Court, however, tells the jury that it must appear in order to 
give immunity under the rule that the act of God is not only 
the proximate cause, but the sole cause of the injury com-
plained of. 
(5) 
page 9 } ;rhongh the jury believe from the evidence that 
the plaintiff sustained the damages on July 30th, 
1923, and on August 1st, 1923, in the notice of motion men-
tioned, yet they cannot find for the plaintiff unless they be-
lieve from the evidence that the City of Richmond negli-
gently, carelessly, and kno,vingly installed the culvert in the 
notice of motion mentioned, or negligently, carelessly and 
knowingly maintained the culvert in the notice of motion 
mentioned, after it knew, or by the exercise of ordinary dili-
gence ought to have kno\\rn, t.l1at the same ·was too small to 
carry off in times of ordinary rainstorms, which c.ould be 
forseen with reasonable certainty, the surface water flowing 
from territory in its vicinity, for the drainage of which said 
culvert was planned and constructed by the City of Rich-
mond. 
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(6) 
The Court i:t:J.structs the jury t11at the burden of proving 
negligence is upon the plaintiff and that negligence must be 
proved by affirmative evidence, 'vhich must show more than a 
probability of a negligent act; that a verdict cannot be found 
upon ~ere conjecture, and that there must 'be affirmative nnd 
preponderating proof that the injury to the plaintiff's prop-
erty would not l1ave occurred, except through the failure of 
the. defendant to discharge some duty which it was bound to 
perform as explained in these instructio11s. 
(7) 
The Court instructs the jury that although they should 
believe from the evidence that the City of Richmond ex-
tended the culvert in question across Carlisle Avenue, this 
alone did not make the stream a public sewer or drain, and 
did not charge the City of Richmond with the duty of main-
tabling the stream free from trash, debris, tin cans, sticks, 
and the like, over the entire length of the stream through 
priva~e property. 
(8) 
page 10 ~ The Court instru~ts the jury that the City of 
Richmond is not responsible for any damage they 
may believe from the evidence in the case the plaintiff sus-
. tained in consequence of obstruction to the flow of water from 
his land throug·h said culvert occas~oned by his neglect to 
·keep his land free from trash, debris, tin cans, sticks and the 
like, if any, or by any use of his land, made or permitted by 
him, nor is the City of Richmond responsible for any clam-
ages resulting· to the plaintiff's property by obsfructi01i to 
the flow of water from his land through said culvert occa-
sioned by the neg-lect of others, if any, to keep their land or 
lands free from trash, dehris, tin cans, sticks and the like. 
(9) 
The Court instructs the jury that the plaintiff is not en-
titled to recover any damages for any injury to his dwelling 
which may have been occasioned by an overflow of the cul-
vei·t in the notice of motion mentioned, previous to July 30th, 
1923. 
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(10) 
The Court instructs the jury that the burden rests upon 
the plaintiff to prove by affirmative evidence the amount of 
damages su;;tained by him by reason of the injury alleged in 
the notice of motion. A verdict cannot be founded upon 
conjecture or random guess. 
(11)-
If the jury believe from the evidence that the defendant 
city has now under construction a culvert underneath Car-
lisle Avenue sufficient to carry off the water in the area 
d1·ained by the stream in question, then the Court instructs 
you that you cannot consider any future damage to the prop-
erty of the plaintiff. 
(12) 
page 11 } ~rhe Court instructs the jury that if they find for 
the plaintiff, then, in assessing his damages they 
should take into consideration tl1e injury done to the plain.;. 
t:iff's 'property as a result of the defendant's negligence; the 
cost of repairing the damage done to his house the loss of 
other property, if any, shown by the evidence to have been 
suffered by the plaintiff; any inconvenience, annoyance and 
discomfort suffered by him on account of said floods, which 
occurred .. on July 30 and August 1, 1923, and allow him such 
sum as under all the circumstances of the case you deem fair 
and proper, not to exceed, howe--r-er, $2,000.00, the amount 
sued for. 
And the Court certifies that the giving of the aforesaid 
instruction No. 12 wns objected to by the defendant upon the 
p;I'onnd thnt the plaintiff could not recover in one action dam-
ages fo~ injury to his property, real and personal, and also 
damages to his pen;on for inconvenience, annoyance and dis-
comfort by reason of damag-e to his property; but the court 
gave the said iustrnction No. 12 over the objection of the de-
fendant, to which action of the court the defendant excepted 
and tendered ihis, its hill ·of e;weption No. 1, which it prays 
may he sig-ned, sealed and n1ade a part of the reGord in this 
canse, which is aecordingly done. 
And the f'onrt further certifies that it affirmatively appears 
in writing that counsel for the plaintiff haYe had reasonable 
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notice of the time and place when and 'vhere this bill of ex· 
ooption would be tendered this 13th day of July, 1927. 
R. CARTER SCOTT. (Seal) 
page 12 ~ Virginia, 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond. 
R.·M. Wright 
v. 
City of Richmond. 
DEFENDANT'S BILL OF EXCEPTION NO. 2. 
Be it remembered that, upon the trial of this cause, !he 
defendant offered the following instructions, designated re-
spectively ~s A and B, which "rere refused: 
A. 
The Court instructs the jury tl1at evidence of tl1e enlarge-
ment of the culvert under Carlisle Avenue made subse.quent 
to the damages complained of is not to be considered as 
showing- negligence, or as amounting to an admission of neg-
ligence. 
B. 
The court instructs tl1e jury that in determining what size 
a. culvert- should be built, a c.ity exercises a discretionary 
power and that if. in the judgment of its skilled engineers, 
a culvert is of sufficient size to drain the area required, then 
a citv cannot be held liable for an undersized culvert unless 
it is ··shown by a prepondcrm1ce of tl1e evidence that experi-
ence has deJnonstrated that the culvert after being installed 
was inadequate so that the city had notice hy experience that 
tl1e culvert was inadequate. 
And the court certifies that the defendant excepted to the 
action of the court in refusing the instructions aforesaid, and 
tendered this, its bill of exception No. 2, which it prays may 
he signed, sealed and made a part of the record in 
pag·e 13 ~ this cause, which is accordingly done. 
And the court further certifies that it affirma-
tively appears in 'vriting that counsel for the plaintiff have 
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:had reasonable notice of the time and place when and where 
this bill of exception would be tendered this 13th day of July, 
1927. 
R. CARTER SCOTT. (SeaJ.} 
vage 14 } Virginla, · 
In the Circuit Cuurt of the City of Richmond .. 
.H. ~I. Wright 
v. 
City of Richmond. 
DEFENDANT'S BILL OF EXCEPTION NO.3. 
Be it remembered that, upon the trial of this cause, after 
the jury had been s'von1 to try the issue joined, the parties 
introduced before the jury the following evidence, which was 
:all the evidence introduced in this cause with the exception 
of the pictures and plats adduced in evidence and referred 
to in the sti pula tiou of couusel, which is made a part of the 
record: 
The Judge certifies that this is a transcript of the evidence 
in this case. · 
R. GARTER SCOTT, Judge .. 
. July 13th, 1927. 
page 15} H. M. WRIGHT, 
a witness on bel1alf of the plaintiff, being first 
duly sworn, testified as follows: 
EXA~IINATION IN CIIIEF .. 
By 1\IIr. Talley~ 
Q. You are the plaintiff in this case, are you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you own a house and lot on Government Road in 
the city of Ricqmond f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Just explain to the jury what is the size of your lot, 
the size of your house and just where your property rs to .. 
cated ¥ 
A. The lot is ahout 144 feet front on Government Road .. 
One side has 101 feet depth and the other side 47 feet, mak ... 
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ing it a triangle, and there is a ravine comes down the rear of 
the house-
By the Court : 
Q. On which side of the Government Road is your prop-
e-rty situated, going from here out 1 
A. From here it is on the right hand side. 
Q. Going out ? 
page ·16 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Tallev: 
·Q. On the ~ast or west side of the Government Road t 
A. I reckon you call it the west side. 
Q. What ~ize house have yon on the lot¥ 
A.. I have about a six-roon1 house. 
By the Court : 
Q. West side of t.be Government Roard? 
A. The movernment Road doesn't run exactly-
Q.1 Runs kind of cast and west? 
A. Yes, ~:dr. I am kind of on the southwest side. 
Q. You don't mean that, do you¥ 
,, . 
Mr. Talley: I think the Government Road runs practically 
north and south. 
The Court: Not according to what we ln1o'v here. 
1\{r. Cary: Suppose· it is ag-reed it runs east and west, and 
Carlisle Avenue runs north and south. 
By 1\fr. Talley: 
Q. The general direction is that you are on the western 
side of the Government R,oad; is that right? 
A. I think so. 
Q. On the side towards Fulton from the Gov-
pag~ 17 ~ ernment Road? 
A. Yes, sir, it is on the side towards Fulton. 
Q. Is the Government Road on a level with your lot at the 
point of your property or is it graded up~ 
A.. Government Road is graded up for about five feet al)ove 
the floor of the lower part of the house. 
Q. What is the situation at the rear of your lot¥ 
.... ~. Well, it has a ravine coming down from Williamsburg 
Avenue by the rear of tl1is property. \Vhen it gets down to 
my place it is about eight feet wide and about five feet d1~ep .. 
When it goes on down to where it goes into the pipe it is 
about thirteen feet wirle and a hout five or six feet deep. 
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Q. Is the situation of your land at the point of your prop-
erty and this stream about on a level or considerably down 
grade? 
A. It is considerably down grade, I think. 
Q. What is the situation, now, beyond this stream from 
your house; is the land level on the western side? 
A. No, sir, the land is not level. It is a kind of valley 
through there. 
Q. That is, between. the stream and the Govern-
page 18 ~ ment Road 1 
A. Between the stream and the Government 
Road it slopes some, from the Government Road down that 
'vay, and on the other side of the stream slopes to the stream 
and slopes to Williamsburg Avenue. 
Q. The Government Road is graded up about five feet on 
the eastern side of your property. What is the situation on 
the western si~e of your property at the rear of your lotl 
Is the land level that goes off to the west or hilly 1 
A. It is hilly. . 
Q. Ju§t Axplain to the jury about how Carlisle Avenue 
grades through to the Government Road T 
.. A. Car lise A venue is a hill coming right down to Govern-
ment Road, slopes right much; and, in grading across this 
ravine I suppose the fill is from the bottom I would think up 
to the top of Carlisle .r\. venue about thirteen feet. 
Q. About how high is Carlisle Avenue graded above the 
general level of the ground that lies between this hill and Gov-
ernment Road? · 
A. Well, :·he ditch is about five feet deep-five or six feet. 
I think the street is a bout thirteen feet. 
Q. From the bottom of the ditch? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Making it about five or six feet above tnc 
page 19 ~ general level of the surrounding ground, would jt 
not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When did you buy this property? 
A: 1920, I think tb the best of my recollection. 
Q. 'Vhat .provisi_on was made under this grade of Carlisle 
Avenue for the purpose of carryii1g off the \Vater that flowed 
throug·h tl1at stream that runs in the rear of your lot? 
A. There was an 18-inch culvert put through there-terra 
cotta pipe. 
Q. \Vhen did you first have any trouble with water at that 
place? 
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.A. . .A.ll the time since I have been living there at hard rains 
it has been coming up out the banks. 'l11e first real trouble 
I had to come in my house "\Yas about August 26th, I believe, 
1922; and other rains it would come up but not seem to last 
as long as others, and when the rain stopped ~t would go 
on out; but it has been a continuous thing ever since I have 
been there with every hard rain that comes. The pipe hasn't 
been large enough to carry the ''rater; if the rain lasted fif-
teen or twenty minutes it began to run over the 
page 20 ~ pipe-something like fifteen or twenty minutes; 
. I never timed it, but in a very short time. 
Q. You say the first time water got in your house "\Vas in 
August, 1922? 
A. Yes, sir. August, 1922. 
Q. I-Iow high did the water come up in your first story at 
that time? 
A. I thin}{ it got in there somewhere around four feet. 
Q. How long did water remain in your house on that occa-
sion~ 
A. I QOn 't ku.ow just how long, but. I know it was there a 
short while. After the rain checked up, after it stopped such 
a downpour, the water 'vent out. 
Q. flow long after the rain let up before the water went 
down? 
A. I ean 't give you the exact time. In somewhe1·e arounrl 
thirty minutes, something like that, I think it was down. 
Q. Did you observe on that occasion while the water was 
flooding your p1·operty how much water seemP.d Y. l)e going 
through this pipe. 
A. Yes, I did. I went and looked at tl1e lower end of it. I 
saw that the pipe was carrying its fuli capacity. 
.. Q. All the time the water was flooding your 
page 21 ~ property, the pipe seemed to be carrying its full 
capacity; is that true? 
A. Well, I looked nt it when it began to rise over the pipe. 
I went to the other side to see if it w·as actually carrying 
full capacity at that time. 
Q. vV ere there any tin cans or anything in the mouth of 
this pipe at that time that you noticed the water was rising 
above the pipe? · 
A. There was nothing in the pipe ~t that time. 
Q. Now, when were you bothered with water flooding your 
house again? 
A. On July 30th, 1923. 
Q. Tell the jury what happened on that occasion~ 
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A. Well, the water came in my house at that time about 
five feet, came it until it. began to .flo'v over Carlisle Avenue . 
. Of course, it damaged the walls of the house, cracked the 
foundation and damaged the lo,ver rooms, plastering in the 
lo,ver rooms, and put a lot of filth in the house and caused lots 
of inconvenience. I had to move my family out of the house 
for about three weeks on account of the dampness and odor. 
Q. After tl1is flood of A ngust, 1922, did you take any steps 
to notify the city of the conrlition of this drain~ 
A. I did. I called the Engineer's Department on 
page 22 ~ several occasions over the phone. 
Q. What did the city authorities do after this 
flood of August, 1922 ~ 
A .. They came there-
Q. After the first flood? 
A. After · tl1e first flood they didn't make any improve· 
ments at all. 
Q. Did anylJody go there-
The Conrt: vv11a t are you talking about 1 The first one' 
n.fr. Talley: A.ugust, 1922. 
By J\Ir. Talley: 
Q. State w·hetflCr they went to the place and made any in-
-vestigation and ·w·hat they did, if anything? 
A. They came there but they didn't do anyt.l1ing to the 
C'nlvert. The culvert remained the same size at that time. 
Q. Did you complain to them about the condition of the 
culvert and the overflow? 
A. Yes, I did. 
B,· the Court: 
·Q. To whomY 
A. The party that came there s~nd he was from the Eugi-
lleer 's Office. 
Q. Who 'vas the party? 
page 23 } A. I l1ave learned since tlwt time that it was 
~Iaj. Hankins. 
By :!vir. Talley: 
Q. "\Vhen did J\Iajor Hankins go to the place of the floud? 
A. The first time I sa"r him was a good while after the 
Hood. I happened to be at home the day he came. He told 
me he wanted to talk to me about the flood I had. lie said 
''I just want to let you know we are working on the case. The 
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city certainly can't come here and dam you up like this. We 
want you to feel right about it. We are not going to dam yun 
up like this. We have no authority to do it. 
Q. Did anybody come there immediately after this flood 
of August, 1922 ~ If so, tell the jury if you know who it was 
and what they did Y 
A. I haven't seen anybody immediately after the flood. 
Q. Do you know whether anybody went there or not? 
A. I do not. I haven't seen anybody immediately after 
the flood. 
Q. You say that, after this flood of August, 1922, you noti-
fied the city authorities. What I want you to tell the jury 
now is 'vhether, in response to that notification; any one went 
there to investigate and see whether or not there had been a 
flood? 
A. Not until Major Hankins came. I don't re-
page 24 ~ member when that was. 
Q. Do you know ho'v long tl1at .was after the 
flood? 
A. I don't know just how long. Right good while after ·the 
flood. · . 
Q. When did you first notify the city of this flood of 19221 
. A. I think I notified them the next day or so. I can't say 
just what day I did it. 
Q. Was that pipe remedied after this flood of August, 
1922! 
A. No. 
Q~· You say the next flooi{ ·was on July 30th, 1923, the next 
flood that carried water into your house? 
A. Yes. 
Q. · After the flood of July 30th, 19·23, was there any more 
flood; if so, when? 
A. On August 1st I was flooded again. 
Q. 1923? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How high did the 'vater go in your house on that oeca-
sion? 
A. Went up five feet. 
Q. After those two floods of July 30th and August 1st, 
1923, what was the condition of the foundation of your house? 
A. The foundation was cracked and also the 
page 25 ~ walls inside were cracked, plaster walls downstairs 
and upstairs. The floors are not level to-day; 
tl1e floors are unlevel. 
Q. 'Vhat kind of foundation did your house have? 
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A. Brick foundation. 
Q. What is the condition of your walls? Are they lathed 
and plastered? 
A. They were plastered onto brick downstairs; this room 
· downstairs was brick part and plastered right onto the brick; 
and the inside walls and partitions were of timber, and lathed 
and plastered. . 
Q. You say, after these floods of July 30th and August 1st, 
1923, you had to move your family out and keep them out 
three weeks. vVhy did you have to do that~ 
A. It was damp in there and dirty-dirt and stuff that 
.usually accumulates after a storm; it was a terrible odor and 
·dampness. I just had to get them out; I couldn't stay in it 
. lultil it 'vas cleaned up. 
Q. Have nuy furniture in the house at that timeY 
.. lL I had my kitchen furniture and stuff in there. 
Q. Was it injured? 
A. It .all ·came apart and 'vas broken up, some: 
page 26 ~ of it practically destroyed, no good to me. 
Q. What was the value of your furniture that 
was injured in the flood f 
A. I can't remember just the damages on that stuff, but at 
the first trial "re had here I testified to it. I had a list of 
the stuff that I lost and I turned it over to counsel here. 
Q. You mean you introduced that list in evidence? 
A. Yes, sir.. I haven't seen it since. That was the only 
list I had. I didn't make a duplicate of it. 
Q. After the fioods of July 30th and August 1st, 1923, did 
you take any steps to find out 'vhat the amount of the dam-
age to your house was and what it would cost to repair it 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Tell the jury what you did in that respect 1 
A. I went and got a carpenter or contractor to go and look 
at it-a fellow named Pearman, and asked him what he would 
do the job for the entire house, put it in the condition it 'vas-
!fr. Cannon: Don't tell what he told you. Let him testify 
for himself. 
Bv ~:fr. Tallev: 
· Q. Did you·· ?:Ct him to estimate only on tlie .amount of dam-
ages that had been done on account of this flood~ 
A. That is all, just the damages for the flood, 
page 27 ~ Q. W11en did you get l\·fr. Pearman to make that 
estimate? 
-- --------- ---
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A. About a week, I think, after the flood. 
Q. What flood? 
A. Of 1923. 
Q. Is that the only time ~1r. Pearman went there to estimate 
on the repair of your house 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was the estimate he gave you for repairing the 
amount of damage done on account of that flood~ 
Mr. Cannon: We object to that. 
The Court: Objection sustained. Get Mr. Pearman here. 
If you know, yourself, what damage was done, you can tes-
tify, but you can't testify 'vhat you were told by somebody 
else. 
Bv Mr. Talley: 
· Q. Were the walls of tlw second story inured to any extent 
on account of tlw sinking of the foundation? 
A. Yes, they 'vere cracked. The partitions inside gav:e 
~orne and left the walls cracked and left the floors unleveL 
~he doors I had to saw a little bit off the top so that they 
would close. 
Q. You testified that, in addition to these floods 
png·e 28 } that came up into your l1ouse, there were other 
rises in that gorge, or ditch, whenever a heavy rain· 
would come? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you tell whether or not on tlwse various occasions 
the water ever overflowed tl10 banks of this ditch? 
.A. On hard rains on several occasions it came out of the 
nnnkR, jn~::t out -of' the hank, but it hasn't come in the house. 
except the times that I have mentioned .. 
Q. In the floods of July and August, 1923, I understoou 
you to say the water came up and flowed over the eml•ank-
ment of Carlisle Avenue, is that correct 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Can you say whether the sidewalk of Carlisle Avenue 
collapsed while the water was at Its height, or did it fall in 
after the water subsided? 
· A. It fell in after the water subsided. 
Q. Was there any wash of the surface of Carlisle Avenue f 
Did the embankment wash through by the stream of. w·ater 
washing down through Carlisle Avenue at any place? 
'Vitne!-;s: You mean on July 30th? 
~ir. Talley: On July 30th and Aug-ust 1st, 1923. 
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page 29 ~ A. It didn't wash through the bank on July 30th 
because the water went out through the pipe aft-er 
the rain stopped; the· water all 'vent out. 
Q. What was the condition of this ditch· and branch that 
l'nns up the rear of your property prior to either of those 
two floods that you mentioned in 1922 or 1923 ~ ·Was the ditch. 
practically clear or was it-
J\IIr. Cannon: I object to leading the witness. 
The Court : Objection sustained. 
Mr. Talley: Tell what 'vas the condition of the ditch. 
A. The condition of tl1e ditch was it comes through some 
undergrowth there and trees ; there are trees along there and 
leaves fall in this ditch and trash that you 'vould usually see 
in any country stream, you might say, but I didn't see any 
'Other trash in there of any kind. 
Q. Did you see anything else in there1 . 
A. I didn't see anything in there except probably some 
leaves and a little trash that would fall off the trees. 
(J. ·vvhcn these storms and heavy rains would begin'· to 
fall, did you observe whetl1er or not there was anything ob .. 
structing the mouth of this culvert? 
A. I did on several occasions look at it to see 
page 30 } if there was anytl1ing obstructing it whenever a 
hard rain came or whenever I had reason to be .. 
1ieve it was a hard rain coming . 
. · Q. When these heavy rains w=ould come and ·water 'vould 
begin to back up in the ditch, ·would there be anything in this 
culvert to stop th~ full flow of water? 
1\fr. Cannon: vV c ohject because it is leading. 
The Court : Overruled. 
A. It woulclu 't be anything in the ditch until it could rise 
out of its banks, and then it might pick up some trash on the 
outside of the ditch. 
By ~{r. Talley: 
Q. After tl1cse floods of 1922 and 1923, after the water had 
subsided and gone throug·h the culvert, what would be the 
c>ondHion of the ditch? 'Vhat was it on those conditions f 
A. The ditch had lots of wood in it. I had kindling wood 
in my back yard. 'Vl1en it "rould come up in my back yard, it 
would pick up any wood tl1at might be lying around, and, when 
it went through the pipe, it left the most of this kindling wood 
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at the mouth of the pipe. When the water went down it left 
it scattered all along in the ditch. 
Q. After the water overflo"\ved on those occasions 
page 31 ~ and came out of the bank of the ditch and over the 
surrounding country, did you observe the condition 
of the surface of this water as it stood up above the ditch? 
Witness: I don't understand the question. Will you re-
peat _it, please 1 
(Q~estion repeated.) 
:h1:r. ~l'a Hey: If so, 'vhat was it 1 
A. Up above the ditch it would pick up the trash, the kind-
ling ·wood or what lay around, and such stuff as that on top 
the water. That is all I ever sa\v. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Cary: 
Q. :Nir. Wrig-ht, ordinarily only a little water flows through 
that drain; isn't that true¥ -
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. No,v, you testified that the only three overflows that 
came in your house 'vere August 26th, 1922, July 30th, 1923, 
and August 1st, 1923; is that correct¥ 
A. That is correct to the best of my recollection. 
Q. As a matter of fact, 1\Ir. Wright, the bottom of your 
house is only a bout one foot above the level of the t«i'p of the 
bank, is it not? · 
A. Yes. 
page 32 ~ Q. N o"r, I believe you testified )that throug·h 
these years that water had floods up to the bank 
but had not overflowed your house, it 'vas only a. foot above 
the level, and, therefore, that culvert carried off that "rater, 
did it not¥ -
A. With the exception of the three floods spoken of.· 
Q. In regard to the 1922 overflow, you said you examined 
the lower end of this culvert; that would be the out-flowing 
endY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Would it be possible for you to examine the upper end 
of it after the overflow had take!l place, with the mouth of 
the culvert in the stream 1 Could you have seen what was 
in the mouth of tl1e culvert after the overflow had taken place 
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and the water commenced to rise up to your house, as you sayt 
A. No; I couldn't see the top of the pipe after the water 
got over it. · 
Q. Now, Mr. Wright, isn't the middle of the drain the 
boundary to your land~ 
A. Yes. 
Q. Therefore, half of the drain is part of your back yard, 
isn't it? 
A. Yes. 
page 33 } Q. There is no fence between your back yard 
and that drain, is it? 
A. Part of it there is a fence. 
Q. Off to one side and practically back of your house, there 
is no fence between your house and the drain, is it? 
A. No. 
Q. You said, w11en this water would come up, that it would 
pick up· "rood and such stuff as was lying around in your 
yard. Do you ever have any tin cans in your yard? 
A." I have had, but I usually keep them in boxes; I don't 
throw them out in the yard. 
Q. Boxes set out in the yard? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You have no a1ley back there so that the collectors of 
trash can come in and •collect the trash, have you~ 
A. No, there is no alley there. 
Q .. Do you also keep chickens, and you have occasion to use 
poultry netting in your back yard, do you not' 
A. I did keep them at one time; I don't no,v. 
ct Yon bought the property from the Gefferts. in about 
1920, did you say 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. :fifr. Wright, in your testimony in this court 
page 34 ~ before didn't you say you claimed no particular 
damage for the ... t\.ng·ust ~6th, 19122, overflo"r; that it 
didn't come up to your house 1 
A. It did come in my house in August, 1922. 
Q. Dich1 't you testify before that you claimed no particu-
lar damage for that one; that the water did not get up into 
your house; it might have come up to it but not up in it? 
A. I don't remember if I testified to any such stuff. 
Q. Yon do remember that yon testified you claimed no par-
tic.ular damage for that overflow, do yon not 1 
A. I think, if you get the record and look it up, you will 
find how mnch damage I claimed. It is in evidence. 
~fr. Cary: I am asking you now to answer the question. 
~--- -~-----~--
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Witness: What is the question¥ 
Q. When you testified in the last trial of this case you 
claimed no particular damage for the August 26th, 1922, over-
flow~ 
A. I don't remember that I did. 
Q. Do you deny that you made that statement1 
A. If I made tl1e statement, it was 'vrong, because I had· 
been flooded on August 26th, 1922; it did come in my house, 
but there 'vas no particular damages to the house. I think I 
testified there was no particular damages to the 
page 35 ~ house. I didn't notice any cracking of the walls 
at that date. 
By the Court : 
Q. What damage was done by that storm 1 
A. To my furniture and dishes and stove and refrigera-
tor and floor covering and such stuff as that in the house. 
1\fr. Talley: Now, if Your Honor please, if 1\fr. Cary ,,,.ant~ . 
this jury to think that 1\fr. \Vrigl1t testified at the other trial 
that the water did not come up into his house on August 26th, 
1922, we would like to have him produce the record and see 
what 1\fr. Wright did testify to; otherwise you might mislead 
tho jury. 
Tho Court: You can ask him any question you 'vant. lVIr. 
Cary can attend to his side of the case and you can attend to 
yours, and the court can attend to its. You have a right to 
ask your questions and he can ask his. Take a memorandum 
and ask him the question. 
~fr. Talley: From the way counsel put the question, I take 
it that anybody w·ould naturally think that l\1r. Wright so 
testified. 
page 36 ~ The Court: I don't know whether he has or not. 
Yon can ask him the question when he gets to yon~ 
By l\{r. Cary: 
Q. I understand that you answer now that no particular 
damage was claimed to your house, only your stove and your 
furniture and some china·? 
A. Well, I answer now that there was no particular dam-
ages, I noticed no particular damag-es; I didn't notice the 
walls cracking, because that flood didn't come as deep into 
the house as the other flood. I didn't notice any cracking of 
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the walls of the house or any settlement of the house to amount 
to anything much at that time. 
Q. Did you have the same furniture in 1923 that you had in 
19221 
A. Part of it. Some . 'vas the same aud some was not. I 
can't tell you just about the furniture. It has been so long 
I don't remember just the different parts of it. 
Q. Did you still have in '23 all that you had in '22? 
A. Part of it is out there now in the condition it was then; 
it has never been used since; it is no good. 
Q. Sitting around in the house f 
A. Sitting around in these basement rooms. 
Q. You use your basement rooms, don't you? 
page 37 ~ A. I can't. use them; I have been afraid to use . 
them since the last flood; I am afraid to make any 
use of them because I feel like I am liable to have a flood at 
any time, the way the water has been acting there. 
Q. As a matter of fact, you speak of your basement rooms. 
That is the room on tl1e level with the ground, isn't it, Mr. 
\Vright, when yon walk out into your back yard? 
A. Yes, it is about a foot above that stream. 
Q. Tl1at is the principal part of your house, isn't it-down 
stairs? It is only a hvo~story frame house, 'isn't it, with a 
brick foundation'? 
A. No, it is JJ.Ot the pirncipal part of my house at all. It 
is just a. part of it. I don't kno'v whether you call it the 
principal part of it or not. 
Q. Isn't it where· you cook? 
A. That is where we did cook in before the flood. I haven't 
done so since that flood. 
Q. You don't usc that daily now? 
A. No, sir, I don't use it daily. 
Q. It is a two-story frame house ; you do all of your cook-
ing and Jive in the upstairs of it, do you~ 
A. Yes, sir, do the cooking upstairs. 
Q. How many rooms have you got. upstairs? 
page 38 } ..c\. I have five rooms upstairs. 
Q. flow many downstairs~ 
A. ':rwo downstairs. 
Q. Five rooms over two rooms? 
A. No. One room is built on the other room. 
Q. Mr. 'Vright, didn't you say that the curb and gutter had 
fallen in on Carlisle A.venue, or did after July 30th, that is, 
on July 31st~ Didn't you say it had actually fallen in the 
next day? 
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A. I saw that it had fallen in when the flood came on Au-
gust 1st. Then is when I saw the curb in there. 
Q. Did you look at it the next day, July 31st~ ThG flo_od 
was on July 30th. 
A. Yes. It was not fallen in until after the water went 
down. I didn't notice it any more to see what time. it fell in. 
Q. Don't you know that at the time of the flood the water 
did go over Carlisle Avenue and did at that time underwash 
this curb and gutter7 · 
A. No. 
Q. No other flood went over it subsequent to that, did it~ 
· A. Not that I know of. 
page 39 ~ Q. So it must have been the July 30tb. that did 
it, if any did it, mustn't it'¥ 
A. I didn't notice. I didn't notice any washout at the July 
30th flood. 
Q. That is the only one that went over Carlisle Avenue. 
That occurred in the evening a bout 6:20 to 8-:50 or 6 o'clock 
and half past 8 or something like that-the July 30th OYer-
flow? . 
A. Along in the evening; I can't say just what time; it was 
along late in the evening. 
Q. You did see that the 'vater had gone over Carlisle 
Avenue and that the curb and gutter had been underwashed; 
you saw that much, didn't you f _ 
A. I didn't notice any underwash under that curb on July 
30th. 
Q. I ask you didn't you at some time see that the water 
had gone over Carlisle Avenue and. that the sidewalk had been 
underwashed under this eurb and gutter so that the curb and 
gutter did fall down; you saw that much, didn't you~ 
A. I saw where the curb-
Q. Will you answer the question f 
A. I don't know how to answer it. You will 
page 40 ~ have to ask me again .. 
The Court: Isn't it a plain question 1 
\Vitness: I have forgotten the question. 
The Court: _He wants to know whether tlw heavy curb on 
top 'vas washed away by the storm, that 'vent over top of 
Carlisle· Avenue, and fell down. 
Witness: ·1 thought I answered that. I didn't see that. 
-
By Mr. Cary: 
Q. But you have testified that you did see that the curb 
and gutter had fallen in, did you not~ 
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A. Not on J u~y 30th. 
Q. I am not asking you that. I am asking you, did you see 
that after the storm; that the curb and gutter had been 
washed and had fallen in~ You saw that much, didn't you? 
A. I saw the curb in the gutter. 
Q. You saw the· curb in the gutter. You mean you saw 
the curb and gutter dow1i in the ravine 1 
A. Yes. It was in the drain when I saw it. 
·Bv- the Court: 
·Q. In the mouth of the hole or drain f 
A. Lying rig·ht on the terra cotta pipe; had broken the pipe 
'vhen I sa'v it. 
Q. Had it stopped up the drain' 
page 41 ~ A. Yes, sir, the drain was stopped up . when I 
saw it. 
Q. I want to know what date that was if you recall Y 
A. I think that was, as well as I remember, on August 1st. 
By l\ir. Cary: 
Q. That was tl1e first date you could have seen it, wasn't it, 
that night of the storm? That is the night the 'vater went 
over Carlisle A venue, isn't it~ 
A. Didn't go over it at that point. It went over it near the 
Government Hoad. Didn't any water go over it at the point 
w'l10re the curb fell in. It was sever.al feet down towards 
Government Road, which was the Io,vest point. The water 
t:tnme around this wa.y (Indicating) at the lowest poh.1t on Gov-
ernment Road. It never went over where that curb fell. 
Q. That evening the storm was, the large storm, wasn't it-
July 30th¥ 
A. I don't think it was any larger than the others. It 
lasted a longer period, I think. 
Q. Don't you know as a matter of fact that the day after 
that, that is, the day af,ter July 30th, or July 31st, that that 
fill in there was half full of 'vater? 
Witness: On Julv 31st? 
l\Ir. C~ry: ·Didn't water stand in that fill.about 
page 42 ~ half full? 
A. It didn't stand in there after that 30th flood. It went 
away. 
Q. I know it seaped awak, but wasn't the water in that 
fill the next day, on July 31st? 
A. It came up on .July a1st into the l1ouse. 
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Q. I thought you said that was on August lst7 
A. July 30th and August 1st. 
Q. I am asking you on July 31st, the day after the storm, 
wasn't t}1;1t fill half full of water where the culvert is¥ 
A. I can't remember that. I dodn't remembered seeing 
it half full of water. 
Q. You don't deny it? 
A. After every storm the 'vater went down in a few min-
utes; that is all i can tell you. 1\.fter each storm, after it quit 
raining-, the water would go down. 
Q. You have no particular recollection about this storm, 
how soou it went down 1 
Witness : Which storm V 
Mr. Cary: July 30th, 1923 f 
A. It went down in a short time after the rain stopped, 
went through the pipe. · 
Q. What do you call a short time1 
A. Well, I call a bout thirty minutes, something 
page 43 ~ like that, or probably forty minutes. I don't know. 
I dicln 't time it. I was exicted at the time. I don't 
remember because I clidn 't have any watch to time the storm. 
Q. You mean it went clown from your house, but I am talk-
ing about do'vn at the culvert? 
A. I am talking about it went down to the· bottom of the 
ditch; there was nothing· to stop it from going through; it 
· went down in a short while. 
Q. Will you say yes or no, whether on the next day, July 
:~1st, the day after the July 30th storm-,,111 you say y(lS or 
no whether that fill 'vas half fnll of water? 
A. It was not half full of water when I left home. I left 
home in the morning to go to work as well as I remember. 
Q. How full was itf Did it have water in it? 
A. Didu 't have any to amount to anything at that tin1e. 
Q. How much did it have~ I-Iad some, didn't it~ 
A. It always had some after a rain; it is a stream there for 
a good while. 
Q. You saw some water in there the next day, didn't yon f 
A. I don't remember how much ·water was in there the next 
da.y. I can't remember those elates jumbled up. I get tangled 
on dates; I can't remember them. 
Q. You j\lst remember generally that after a 
page 44 ~ rain the water went down in a reasonable time? 
A. "\Vent down in a reasonable lei1gth of time. 
Q. You don't deny that the next day this fill was half full 
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of water, that is, on July 31st? You don't deny it was half 
full of water, qp you ~ 
A. I can say I didn't see it half full. 
Q. You sa'v water in it, didn't you? 
A. I don't know that I saw any 'vater in it, I don't rememM 
ber that day. · 
Q. From what you testi_fied there has been no overflow of 
your house silH~e July, 1923, flood f That is correct, is it? 
A. July, 1923, and August 1st the water has been in the 
house. 
Q. No overflow since those date? 
A. No, sir, not since those dates I don't think-1923. 
RE-DIRECT EXAl\1INATION. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. I understood you did say since those dates the water 
-would sometimes come up in the ditch but didn't overflow 
into your house? 
A. ·I think I testified to that that it had been doing that 
ever since I had been living there. At hard storms 
page 45 ~ it would get up over the pipe, but didn't come 
into the house except those dates. A very hard 
storm, if it rained a while, it would begin to climb, and when 
the rain stops it goes down without any trouble. 
Witness stood aside. 
11age 46 ~ A. L. HANSON, 
· a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, being first 
duly sworn, testified as follows: 
EXAMI~.A.TION IN CHIEF. 
Br Mr. Talley: 
Q. 1\fr. Hanson, where do you live 1 
A. Government Road. 
Q. I-I ow far do you live from :Nir. Wright's property~ 
A. On the diagonal corner like. 
Q. Live on the opposite side of the Government Roacl from 
J\tir. vVright 's ~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. VVhat sort of house has lVIr. Wright got there oll his 
propertyf 
A. Got about a six-room house with a basement. 
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Q. fs it a fram.e house? 
A. Yes, sir; .,.the top is frame and the bottom is brick. 
Q. This house is located at the soutlr\vest intersection of 
Government Road and Carlisle Avene, I believe? 
A. Yes, sir. Coming from the city it is on· the right hand 
side of Carlisle Avenue. 
Q. Just xplain to the jury now about the condition of the 
surrounding country there at Mr. Wright's property. 
A. Mr. Wright's property is lying right on the 
page 47 ~ right hand side of Government Road coming from 
the city, and right behind 1\ir. vVright's is a ravine. 
I suppose his house is about twenty-five, maybe thirty, feet 
from this ravine. The basement of his house is, I suppose, 
maybe, say, a foot and a half above the bottom of the ravine, 
and there is an embankment coming up to the house from 
the ravine, so, as you come up to the house, you go down 
just like any other basement, you know. That is the situation 
of his house. Th..e ravh1e in the rear of his house slopes some-
thing like this. (Indicating.) . I don't know exactly how deep 
the ravine is right behind tllC house. It may be three or four 
feet deep, something like that. Now, further, on the other 
side of Carlisle Avenue, the ravine is anywhere between 15 
and 30 feet deep, I suppose. . 
Q. Mr. Wright's property is situated between the GoV€lrn-
ment Road and this hill that goes up to the 'vest of the stream, 
is itt 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How high is Carlisle Avenue graded up above the sur-
face of ~fr. Wright's lotY 
· A. Oh, I couldn't tell you. I suppose, eye measure, it would 
give you about fifteen feet, maybe ten or twelve 
page 47 ~ or fifteen feet, something like that. 
Q. How does Carlisle .Avenue come into Gov-
ernment Road, level or on a grade~ 
A. On a grade, very much of a grade, whole lot of a grade ; 
I don't know the grade. 
Q. How long have you been living at tl1qt place you are no'v 
living? 
A. I have lived there about twelve years I guess. 
Q. \Vere you familiar with this property of 1\fr. Wrigl1t 's 
and this stream of water before Carlisle Avenue was graded 
across Government Road t 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Before Carlisle Avenue was graded. across there, can 
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you tell the jury whether or not that stream there overflowed 
its banks? 
A. Never overflfnved. Before the grading? No. 
Q. Since Carlisle Avenue has been graded through there, 
the situation as it·no'v stands, is there any way for the water 
that comes down through that stream to escape except 
through the culvert that has ben put under Carlisle Avenue? 
A. No, sir, not unless it overflows the banks. 
Q. After this flood of August, 19'22, the first flood that Mr. 
vVright had after he moved into that property, did 
page 48 ~ you have occasion to go there and observe the sit-
uation 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Just tell the jury what you know about that flood? 
A. Well, 1 went over there. ~Iy wife and his wife were very 
good friends, and she called my wife over and I 'vent over and 
saw some dead chickens and some of the kitchen furniture 
ruined, etc. 
Q. What was the condition of this pipe at that time Y 
A. Well, I couldn't tell you; I never looked. 
Q. Now, did you go to l\tfr. Wright's property on the occa-
sion of the flood of July 30th, 1923 V 
A. That was the time we had that great, big flood 7 Yes, sir. 
I was sent for a.t about ten o'clock. 
Q. In the night or morning¥ 
A. That was in the night. 
Q. Tell the jury what you did~ 
A. 1Yir. Wright came over there and said that his lights 
'vere out and his house was flooded and wanted to know if I 
had any lanterns or lamps that they could use; that their elec-
tric current was out and he was in total darkness. I put my 
raincoat and my rubber boots on, and we found some lamps, 
and I believe I got a lantern; yes, I got a lantern. I got over 
there and tho water 'vas in about, say, one step of 
page 49 ~ his top floor, the floor of his second story, counting 
the basement as one; and that was about ten o'clock 
I suppose, .'nay be 10 :10 or 10 :15~ something like. tl1at. 
Q. Had the water gotten about its height at that time or 
·was it going down 1 
A. That I really couldn't tell yon~ 
By the Court : 
Q. _Had it stopped raining? 
A. No, sir, hadn't stopped raining at that time, because 1 
had my raincoat on; it was still raining. 
--- ----·--- ··---------
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By Mr! Talley: 
Q. Did you pay any particular attention to this pipe? If 
so, what did you seeT 
Witness: What pipeY 
Mr. Talley: The pipe that runs under Carlisle Avenue. 
A. I don't think that 'Ye went to look at the pipe, because 
the water had overflowed the bank, and I don't think I went 
to look at that pipe at that time. We had one flood at another 
time and I went there and looked at it. The·pipe 'vas carrying 
its full capacity at that time, but this particular time it was 
at night and I don't think we 'vent there. 
page 50 ~ By ~Ir. Cannon : 
Q. vVho do you mean by '''ve"1 You and ~Ir. 
\Vright? . 
A. 1\fe and l\ir. \Vright and a gentleman living right across 
the street by the name of l\fr. Tinsley. 
By Mr. Talley: . 
Q. On this night that you have just spoken of, was the curb-
ing of Carlisle Avenue still intact or had it fallen in? 
A. I couldn't exactly tell you. At that time when I went 
over there in the mori1ing· I went over there before I came 
to work, the next morning, it had fallen in. It 'vas lying in 
the bottom next to the city, not in the upper portion but in 
the lower portion. 
Q. Had the em.bankment of Carlisle .Avenue been washed 
out like water had been sweeping ove1~ it, or had the curbing 
been crushed in? 
A. Some of both, a little of both I would say, because the 
.water had been running over it, you know. Of course, if 
something hadn't been washed off, I don't suppose the curb-
ing would have fallen in. 
Q. \Vas the occasion of the flood on which you went to the 
pipe and saw it carrying· its full capacity prior to or after the 
flood of this night you have spoken of"? 
A. That was prior to that nig·ht. Now, there have been 
three floods that I have noticed particularly-three floods. 
\Vitness stood aside. 
page 51 ~ E. B. TINSLEY, 
a witness on behalf of the plaintiff,. being first 
duly sworn, testified as follov\rs ~ 
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EXAMINATION IN CHIEF. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. Ivfr. Tinsley, where do you live f 
A. 528 Lewis street now. 
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Q. Did you ever live in the vicinity of ~Ir. Wright's prop-
erty on Government Road! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When 'vas that? 
A. It was in 1922 as near as I can get at it. I lived there 
five years. 
Q. Do you remember the occasion on which Mr. V\Tright had 
a flood at his property ·w·here the stream of water overflowed 
Carlisle A venue and backed back up into his house? 
A. I remember the first flood of 1922. That is the only 
one that I remember anything about. I moved away from 
there before the others. 
Q. Just tell the jury 'vhat you sa'v on that occasion? 
A. In. 1922 Mr. Wright came ·over after me, diagonally 
across the street from him. I went over to him and found 
out he was flooded, his house was flooded all over. 
page 52 } I tried to save his ~hickens. I waded in the water 
up to here and got out his chickens; I couldn't save 
all of them; and I went then and took the lantern and went 
back to the rear end of tl1e ditch to see if it was stopped up. 
It was carrying full eapacity. That is all I know about it. 
Q. I-Iow· deep..was the water on lVIr. Wright's house then, 
at that time? 
A. Second step from the ceiling. 
By J\IIr. Cannon : 
Q. Just what do you mean by that? 
A. Going up the steps. 
Q. Did the steps go up to the ceiling? 
A. Goes np from the basement up into the other room. It 
'vas up to the second step. 
By ~Ir. Talley: 
Q. Had you moved away from there in July, 1923? 
A. No, sir, I don't think so. 
Q. Did you go to Mr. Wrig·ht 's property after the flood in 
.,July and August, 1923? 
A. I can't sav. 
Q. When you. looked at the lower end of this pipe after the 
flood of August, 1922, you tell the jury, as far as you could 
tell, the pipe was carrying its full c.apacity of water? 
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A .. It certainly was. 
page 53 ~ Q. J\£r. Wright's property was at that time 
flooded? 
A. Yes,· sir. 
Q. Do you know how long after the rain stopped before the 
water went downY · 
A. I stayed over there until eleven o'clock and it grad-
ually went down. 
Q. Had it all gone out ·when you left? 
A. All out of the house. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By ~Ir. Cannon: 
Q. vVere those clucks or chickens you went to rescue 1 
A. Chickens. 
Q. What condition did you find them in ol 
A. Found them all dro,,rned. 
Q. vVere they floating on top the waterf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you remember when you moved over on Government 
Road? 
A. I can't remember but I was out there about five years. 
Q. Do you remember the date you moved away? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. All you know is you moved b,9hveen August, 1922, and 
the end of July, 1923, but don't remember when? 
A. No, sir. 
page 54 ~ Q. Do you remember where you moved to at 
that time? 
A. Yes, sir, moved right where I am at now. 
By the Court = 
Q. Moved where? 
A. Where I am at now, on Lewis street. 
By Mr. Cannon: 
Q. What time in the afternoon, or evening, or night did 
this storm of 1922 reach its height 1 
A. I went over there about ten o'clock that night. 
Q. About ten o'clockY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. After finishing trying to rescue the chickens you say you 
made a tour of inspection to see 'vhether the outfall of the 
pipe was open? 
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A. I certainly did. I even got a long stick on this side, and 
the water was going through. 
Q. What made you do that? 
A. I thought I could help the man out and see if it was 
stopped up so he could get it out of his house. · 
Q. Yon evidently thought it was stopped up, didn't you f 
A. That is what I thought. I found it wasn't. 
Q. Was it still raining when you went over at ten o'clock 
at night? 
A. Yes, sir, it was still raining. 
})age 55 ~ Q. And dark, I suppose?. 
A. It was dark. We had lanterns. 
Q. Did you go down on the lower side of Carlisle Avenue 
into the ravine where the outfall was and hold the lantern 
there and look at it? 
A. I certainly did. 
Q. The vipe was flo·wing to its full capacity? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 56 ~ B. W. PEAR]tfAN, 
a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, being firsf 
duly sworn, testified as follows: 
EXAMINATION IN CHIEF. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. l\fr. Pearman, what is your occupation f 
A. Carpenter. 
Q. Do you remember going to ~ir. Wright's property on 
the Government Road for the purpose of estimating on doing 
some 'vork for him 1 · 
A. Yes, sir. 
- Q. Tell the jury now just what was the nature of the dam-
ages to his property? 
The Court: When did you go! 
Witness: I can't answer that because I don't remember it .. 
The Court: Do you kno'v the year? .-
vVitness: No, sir. 
1\ir. Cannon: Then, we object to any further testimony. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. Do you know of any incident that had taken·place prior 
to your going there? . 
- ----~------- ---- ----~-
--- ------------
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A. No, only Mr. Wright ealled me over there and 
page 57 ~ said there had been a flood and asked me to give the 
price of 'vhat the damage was to his house. 
Q. That was after there had been a flood~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Yon don't remember just when that was f 
A. No, sir. 
· Q. Now, tell the jury what was the nature of the damages 
that you found T 
Mr. Cannon: We object. 
The Court: I think you ought to fix the time. 
Mr. Talley: vVe :fL~ed that by Mr. Wright, that it was after 
the flood of August, 1923. 
The Court: Go ahead. 
Mr. Cannon: \V e note an exception to the ruling of the court 
in permitting this witness to testify any further. 
By 1\!Ir. Talley : 
Q. Tell the jury what the items of damage were that you 
saw to that house1 
Bv the Court : 
·Q. l-Ie told about what time it was when he went over there .. 
\Vhy did you go there? 
A. 1Ir. Wright wanted me to go there and give 
page 58 ~ him an estimate. 
Q. For what purpose? 
A. He told me that he had had a rain and the \\ralls were 
cracked and the concrete floor was all sunk. 
Q. You went over to give him an estimate for that T 
A .. Yes, sir; and the foundation had washed. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. Tell the jury what you found? 
A. His plastering was practically ruined from water, and 
the concrete floor had settled and his foundations, and water 
had washed around the hack of the foundations under the cen-
ter of the house and washed them out. The plastering was 
cracked on the second floor so it made the floor unlevel; that 
is all. 
Q. You gave :Nir. 'Vright an estimate as to what you would 
repair that damage for, did you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What was the amount of the estimate that you gave him 'l 
A. As well as I remember, $650.00. 
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· 'Q. N o,v, was that amount what you, as a carpenter, would 
teonsider a reasonable and fair amount for the repair of the 
damages that you found ne·cessary to be done 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 59~ CROSS EXAlVIINA.TION. 
By Mr. Cary: 
Q. Do you know how old that house ist 
A. No, sir. · 
Q. It is an old house, isn't it' 
A. I reckon so. · 
Q. Couldn't age have caused the floor to settle? 
A. I don't think that age would cause it to settle on ·a brick 
foundation like that. 
Q. You don't think age would cause a building to settle 1 
Which floor are you talking about now? 
A. You see, your foundation is under all the floors except 
the concrete floor. The concrete floor is the basement floor. 
Q. Is that what yon are talking about-the basement floor? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Water didn't get under the basement floor, did it? 
A. Yes, sir, water seaped under the concrete, back of the 
concrete, back of the foundation-hvo rooms. 
Q. Weren't the floors and walls solid? 
1\. The concrete was solid, yes, sir, but the dirt underneath 
\vas soft, l1ad gotten soft from "Tater. 
Q. You don't mean to say the floor was sitting above the 
dirt, with a concrete layer across there like that~ 
A. I don't mean to say dirt was above the floor 
page 60 } tba t concrete was over. 
Q. \Vas the concrete on dirt? 
1.\... Yes, sir. 
Q. Lying on the dirt? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Couldn't time or usage settle a concrete floor? 
A. Yes, sir, time could do that. 
Q. Coulcln 't time cause cracks to come in the walls f 
A. Yes, sir, time could cause cracks to come in the walls. 
Q. Yon coulcln 't Reparate the items of damage from the 
1922 flood ol~ the 1923 flood f You were shown after the 192H 
overflow, were you? 
A. I don't know. I told you just now I didn't remember 
the date. 
Q. So, if it was damage done in 1922 and damage done in 
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1923, you couldn't make any separation of· the two damages, 
could you! 
A. No. 
Q. .Assuming there was an overflow on July 30th, 1923, nnd 
that you examined it after that sometime, you don't kno·w 
what was the condition of the house before that overflow, do 
you1 
A. No, sir. . 
page 61 ~ Q. In fact, you don't know what was the condi .. 
tion of the house before the overflow of 1922, do 
you? 
A. I don't know the condition before the overflow. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 62 ~ H. ~I. WRIGHT, 
a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, being recalled, 
further testified as follows: 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. You say you have 144 feet frontage of your property~ 
A. Yes, about that. · 
Q. Do you know the value of that property, about what the 
fair value of the property would be-
~Ir. Cannon: We object, until he establishes the experience 
of the witness. 
The Court: I don't think that is true. I know about what 
is the value of my property. 
Mr. Cannon: \Ve ·note an exception. 
The Court: _You can note an exception. I think the ques.~ 
. tion is all right. If he knows, he can .state. He doesn't have 
to be an expert to tell. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. Tell the jury what 'vould be the fair value for your 
house and lot assuming that there was no obstruction there 
under Carlisle Avenue which would cause water to flood your 
property? 
Mr. Cannon: 'Ve object to that question. 
The .Cou1~t: I 'vould like to have tl1e grounds of objection. 
~fr. Cannon: I don't think .that is a relevant 
page 63 ~ question. -
The Court : Objection overruled. 
Mr. Cannon: 'Ve except. 
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A. I think it would be somewhere around $4,250 to $4,500. 
By J\:Ir. Talley: 
Q. Now, eith ·the property in the condition that it is, with 
the culvel't that you have described existing· like it is at this 
time under Carlisle Avenue, what is a fair value for the 
property! · 
}fr. Cannon: We object. 
1Ir. Cary: We do object to that question. 1\faybe it would 
be. better for the jury to go out a few minutes. 
Note : The jury r~tired from the court room. 
l\fr. Cary: In· the first place, the notice of motion shows 
in this case that the plaintiff is suing for specific damages to 
his house and his furniture, as he has testified to, of $650. 
The defendant has joined issue on that. Now, he has intro-
duced his testimony as to the specific damages. That is an 
important element of this ·suit ~s damages are, of course, iu 
every suit. Now, after having elected \vhether he 
page 64 ~ would sue for specific damages, having elected that 
he 'vould by putting l1is witnesses on, he attempts 
by this testimony to also ask for future damages on account 
of the culvert, and, of course, he can't have recovery for 
both, that is, for the specific damages of $650 and for the fu-
ture damages. 
The Court: Read what he sues for. 
lvir. Cary: If he has elected in this suit to sue for per·. 
manent damages-
The Court: What does it say? 
J\IIr. Cary: ''On and about August 26th, 1922, at and after 
the heavy rain water backed up to my said lot and into the 
said house, damaging my goods and furniture in said house 
and leaving the house in a filthy and unsanitary condition. 
That, on the 30th of July, 1923, and again on AugList 1st, 
1923, other heavy rains fell and the water backed up over 
the said lot and into my house and 'vith similar damage. Be-
tween August, 1922, and August, .1923, several heavy rains 
fell and caused water to back up over said lot and into said 
house.'' Tlw testimony has been there has been 
page. 65 ~ no overflow to his house since that time. 
'' Wl1ich continued flooding greatly undermined 
the foundations to said house, cause·ing the walls to crack 
and washing down the rear portion of my said lot. My house-
hold goods and furniture in said house \vere greatly dam-
--- ------~----- ------~-~~ --
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aged, and the said l1ouse was so damaged on July 30th, 1923, 
and August 1st, 1923, that my family were forced to vacate 
and remain a·way until the house could he cleaned and dried 
out, causing- me great inconvenience and loss." 
He didn't have the use of his house for three weeks. He 
speaks of damages to the house. 
The Court: I think that is plain as far as I understand it. 
~1r. Cary: \Vhichever way you should read it-
The Court: I read it as both. 
l\ir. Cary: Could he recover for both~ 
The Court: That is what I think he can-all the damages 
that occurred. 
Mr. Cary : That is, the cost to repair and the deprecia-
tion? 
The Court: He can recover for damages done to 
page 66 ~ his property and damage done to his real estate, 
, both. I will be glad to hear you argue it. If you 
· are taken by surprise by tl1is evidence, I will give you time 
to rebut it. I will let the evidence go in. 
J\Ir. Cannon: We are not taken by surprise. 
The Court: I think on instructions entire damages can be 
gotten for damages done by these floods. He sued for them 
all. 
l\ir. Cannon: But he has not sued for any future damages. 
The Court: I think that is the object of the suit. 
1\Ir. Cannon: Under the form of notice of motion he eould 
bring as many different suits as he chose in the future, pro-
vided he had suffered any damage. 
The Court: I don't think he can. I think this settles it. 
I think that w·hen the time comes to instructions we will Eettle 
that. Either he gets his damages or he doesn't get them, one 
o1· the other, and he will not he able to sue any more, that set-
tles it. 
l\ir. Cannon: rrhen we note an exception to the 
page 6~- ~ ruling of the court in admitting evidence as to 
future damages for the reasons stated. 
~1r. Cary: We except also to this witness testifying what 
the Yalue of this property would be \vith the culvert in there. 
because he has not qualified as an expert in real estate values. 
The Court: I will let him speak as a fact, not as his opinion 
but what he knows. 
Note: The jury returue.d to the court room. 
Q. (Repeated) Now, with the property in the condition that 
it is, with the culvert that you have described existing like it is 
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at this time under Carlisle Avenue, 'vhat is a fair value for 
the property? 
Mr. Cannon : I ask Your Honor to instruct the witness that 
you would let him testify to what he kne,v, not his opinion. 
The Court: If you know the value of the property, you 
can testify as to what your knowledge of t;h.e property is. 
A. Well, about $2,000. 
page 67 ~ By a Juror: 
Q. Would you sell it for $2,000f 
A. As it is to-day. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. Have you been trying to find a purchaser for the prop-
erty in the last few years? 
A. I haven't felt like anybody would want to buy it:. I 
l1aven 't tried to sell it. 
The Court : Answer the question : Did you try to do it 7 
Witness: No. 
CROSS EXAlVIINATION. 
By l\fr. Cary: 
Q. Then, that is your opinion tl1at it is worth $2,000; you 
don't know as a matter of fact by having placed the property 
before a buyer what a buyer would pay for it, do you? 
A. That is just my value of it. 
Q. That is just your opinion 1 What is your occupation! 
A. I work for the telephone company, cable splicer. 
Q. You are not in the real estate business? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you ever deal in real estate before-·make real es-
tate deals f 
A. Very little. 
page 68 } Q. In that section of the city? 
A. That is the only one in that section of the city. 
Nir., Cary: "\Ve ask that his testimony as to the $2,000 value 
be stricken out. It is purely his opinion, not based on any 
facts show11 by any effort to sell. 
The Court: I will let that matter go to the jury. Objection 
overruled. The jury can consider it and give such weight to 
it as they think proper, if any. 
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Mr. Cannon: We want to except to the rnling of the court 
for the reasons stated. 
By Mr. Cary: 
Q. As I understood :Wir. 'l,alley 's question, he asked what 
do you think now is the value of your property with the eul~ 
vert in there you have described. You have described an 
eighteen inch culvert, haven't you¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. Well, now, 1\tir. Wright, assuming that there will be very 
shortly no'v a 48-inch c.ulvert in place of the 18-inch culvert, 
and that a 48-inch culvert will drain 150 to 200 
page 69 ~ acres, and that the drainage area for this 48-inch 
culvert could only be 50 acres at a maxi~um, after 
all the development of that immediate section has taken place 
-assuming that a 48-inch culvert will drain 150 acres under 
those conditions, what do you think the value of your prop-
erty would be? 
Mr. Talley: We object. 
The Court: Objection overruled. 
~{r. Talley: We note an exception to the ruling. 
The Court: I understand the question is, if there was 
good drainage there and it was perfectly drained, what would 
be your opinion of the value of the property, assuming that 
it will be in shortly~ 
A. I think if it was put in the condition it 'vas before the 
floods-
The Court: The condition before you had any flood was 
you didn't have any roadway there. Did the roadway dam-
age or benefit the property? 
Witness : The road,vay does not damage or benefit me. ~Iy 
property fronts on Government Road. 
Bv the Court: 
· Q. If there is good drainage going to be put there in a 
little while, what 'vould you say would be the value of your 
propercyY 
· A. I think it wonld be worth as much as around 
page 70 ~ the price I stated just a while ago, $4,200- I 
don't think it is hurt if the proper drain was in 
there first. I don't think it hurt the property at all; the street. 
hasn't hurt it. 
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By Mr. Cary: 
Q. With proper drainage in there you don't think there 
will be any damage to your property f · . 
A. I think the damage is already done to the house and 
the other things, but the future damage to the lot, or ground, 
·with a proper drain-
The Court: We are talking about market value. 
A. (Continued) Those questions are pretty deep for me. 
I don't know. I think a proper drain is what I have been 
after all the time. 
By Mr. Cary: 
Q. You testified that you thought the value of your house 
was $4,200 to $4,500 with no obstruction; that, with that 18-
inch culvert in there, assuming that that 'vas going to stay in 
there, that the market value of the property then would be 
$2,000f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, assuming that that 18-inch culvert is 
page 71 ~ now being· taken out, and that very shortly there 
. \Vill be a 48-inch culvert in there, amply sufficient 
to drain that section, I understand you to say you do not 
think, if that happened, there will be ..any damage to the 
market value of your property 1 
Mr. Talley: I have several objections to make to that. 
The Court: You will make them at 3 o'clock. 
Note: At 12:50 P. 1\L, a recess was taken until 3 P. 1\II. · 
page 72 ~ Note: Court resumed its session at 3 P. M., 
and the jury were sent from the court rQom. 
l\Ir. Talley: We have two objections to this question. The 
reason for these gentlemen hringi_ng this matter in here is 
for the purpose of cutting us out from recovering perma* 
nent damages. In the first place. this is a hypothetical ques-
tion put to the 'vitness and there is no evidence before the 
court on 'vhich it can he based. The second and most serious 
objection is that the attorneys for the city, when this case was 
first brought before this court, contended seriously that the 
grade of Carlisle Avenue and this culvert under it was put 
there for a permanent structure. Tl1e case "\Vas tried in this . 
- --~-~ -- ·--~~~--
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• court and there was a hung jury. The case then went to the 
Court of Appeals, and I can point out to Your Honor from 
their brief that they urged upon the Court of Appeals the 
proposition that this embankment and culvert 'vere put there 
and intended for a permanent obstruction. The 
page 73 ~ Court of Appeals on their urgent request ruled 
on the matter. rJ~hey ruled that it was a perma-
nent obstruction and sent the case back here for trial. Our 
contention now is that they are bound by the ruling of the 
- Court of Appeals, which ruled as far as this particular case is 
concerned. on a matter of law which can't now· be contradicted, 
and it must be assumed throng·hont this trial that the em-
mankment and culvert is a permanent obstruction, and they 
are estopped after carrying the matter that far. After this 
case has been in court and fought continually for three years, 
they now come on the verge of this trial and undertake to show 
that they are now undertaking, or expect in the near future, 
to remedy this defect and put in a culvert of the Yery nature 
that we have all the time contended should have been put 
in from the very beginning. \Ve take it that they are now, 
in a matter of fain1ess and justice and law, estopped by their 
own acts from coming here after the Court of A.ppeals has 
ruled on the matter, and especially after they have 
page 7 4 ~ ruled in the 'vay they wanted them to rule. They 
come here, after they found themselves caught in 
their o'vn trap, and try to cut us out from obtaining perma-
nent damages arising from a permanent obstruction and flow·-
ing from the very decision which tlw Court of Appeals has 
handed down. They have had, since this trial has bee11 go-
ing on, three years in which to remedy this matter. They 
have failed to do so; and, as I have just stated, we fought this 
case through two trials in this court prior to this one and 
throug·h the Court of .... ~ppeals, at a great deal of trouble and 
expense; ~nd, for the city to come in here now and try to cut 
the very foundation from under the palinHff by keeping him 
from obtaining damages, which he would naturally be entitled 
to arising under the ruling of the Court of Appeals, we think 
that it is unfair, and we think that this evidence, of 'vbat 
improvements they expect to make, ought not to be allowod to 
come into this court. Tho Court of Appeals has ruled as to 
the status of this structure, and we take it that that 
page 75 ~ is the law of the case as far as this case is con-
cerned, and it cannot now he cl1anged by their eom-
ing in here on the verge of the trial and claiming that they 
are going to remedy this defect and in the future there will 
be nq trouble. 
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There are a great many Virginia decisions laying down 
this principle of law, not exactly like this; I never heard of a 
rcase where the parties have done ike in this case. (Citing 
Johnson. v. Powhatan P01ver Co.) 
They are estopped no\v from bringing this in. They have 
not remedied this matter, but have contended up to the very 
moment that that culvert was large enough to take care of 
the water that flowed through the stream; that they 'vere 
guilty of no negligence. Now, at this late date, they ought 
to be estopped from coming into this court and cutting us out 
of damages ·we \voulcl otherwise be entitled to recover, be-
cause they should have exercised reasonable diligence and 
could easily ha·ve had this matter attended to 
page 76 ~ long ago. It is too late for them to come here now 
and take this step in the case. 
l\llr. Cary: 1\Iay it plaese Your Honor, as far as the La\V 
Department of the city knew, when this culvert was put in 
18-inches it was to drain that area of 12 to 15 acres, and the 
work on this was permanent, and we so considered it and 
treated it. Under the ruling in the Cheatwood case, as Your 
Honor will recall, where arches had been put in that were 
adequate at the time and more streets were opened and more 
. drainag·e ·was drained in, then the Supreme Court decided that 
they had to enlarge the culverts to take care of the added 
area. It has happened since this last trial it has come to the 
attention of the City Attorney's Office that new streets have 
been opened, Salem street and streets south of it; that Wil-
liamsburg Avenue has been graded so as to thow more water 
into this culvert; and the City Attorney's Office has advised, 
if that is true, tl1at they should enlarge this culvert to take 
care of this area. 
page 77 ~ It was claimed at the last trial, and the plaintiff 
largely, if not entirely, relied on the damage to 
the market value of the property, that is, the future damage. 
The city is certainly entitled to meet the issue; that is, the 
city is not bound to stav hands-tied and leave an 18-inch cul-
·vei·t there when it can~ go in and reduce the very damages 
that the plaintiff is aslonng for. In other words, according to 
'1\tlr. Talley's ar6>'Ument, he would rather the 1.8-inch culvert 
stay in there and allow him to sue for his future damages 
than for the city to eome in and put in a 48-inch culvert and 
cut out all. his future damages. \Ve think we are entitled 
to cut down the damages. 
The Supreme Court held that t110 city could not be forced 
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to take up its permanent structure; that it was permanent, 
and the city could not be forced to do it. 
As I say, new streets have been opened, throwing a larger 
drainage in there and we have felt that it was right to take 
it ·up, and ".,.e are entitled to be relieved of any fu-
page 78 ~ ture damages on accoul}t of a larger area. 
This question has been passed on in the Bell 
case, in 114th Va., page 169. (Quoting Basic v. Bell.) 
The Court: If it is not proved as a fact to this jury that 
they have made arrangements to put in a larger sewer, then 
it may be I would strike out this testimony, but, as at pres-
ent, you ~re asldng· for permanent damages now; you are 
asking this jury to give you permanent damages for injury to 
your property whereas the evidence here is going to show that 
it will not be permanent damages; and, if the jury believe it 
is not going to be permanent ditmages, why should the jury 
give you permanent. damages your client wouldn't take if 
he didn't believe it was permanent damages~ If he believes 
he could sell his property to-day for as much as after the im-
provement was put there, by reason of the drain being suffi-
ciently large to carry off any' amount of water that comes 
down, maybe he isn't damaged; so it looks to me that the 
. evidence is very material, provided they do intro- . 
page 79 ~ duce evidence to show that they have made ar-
rangements and the city is going to put in a sewer 
which will adequately drain this property. The jury are 
entitled to that evidence, the court is entitled to it. Both sides 
had a right to carry up the evidence in this case when it 
went to the Court of Appeals. The Court of Appeals never 
decided anything permanent except the law in this case, and 
on the facts of the case as tried a(tt that time, not the facts 
in this case. Non constat, you might go over this trial upon 
different facts, ~nd the court might make a different ruling 
on different facts; so it seems to me, although the evidence is 
not in yet, that that is right and proper evidence to be in-
troduced, for the jury to determine how much, if any, perma-
nent damage has been done to the market value of this prop-
erty and the improvements, as of to-day, not as of two years 
ago; so that, with due deference to the able argument of 
counsel, it seems to me that this evidence is pertinent I'ro-
vided they connect it up. 
Mr. Ca.ry: We will undertake to do that. 
page 80 ~ rrhe Court: The objection is overruled and you 
except. 
l.fr. Talley: We except to the ruling of the court. 
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1\'Ir. Talley: In view of Your Honor's ruling, 've ask leave 
at this time to allow us to amend our notice of motion to the 
extent of asking for expenses, such as attorneys' fees, etc., 
that the plaintiff might have beeiJ. put- to in prosecuting this 
case up to this point with a view of trying to get this .defect 
in the culvert remedied. 
The .Court: I don't think I can allow you to do that in 
this case, but I don't think this case will prevent you from 
bringing an action outside qf this case; and, if necessary, if 
it comes to a show-down, the court will enter an order that 
you are not prohibited by any judgment that may be entered 
in this case from bringing another suit. If you have got the 
right, the court can't keep you from bringing any action 
against the city you have a right to bring; but, not being set 
out in this notice of motion, you better finish this notice of 
motion and bring another. I can't allo'v you to amend now 
aD:d bring an entirely different suit against the city. 
page 81_ } Note: The jury returned to the court room, and 
the examination of the witness, H. M. Wright, was 
resumed. 
By 1fr. Cary: 
Q. (Repeated) Now, assuming that that 18-inch culvert is 
now being taken up and that very shortly there will be a 48-
inch culvert in there amply sufficient to drain that section, 
I understand you to say that you do not think, if that hap-
pened, there will be any damage to the market value of your 
property? 
A. No, I don't think it would affect the market value. 
Q: You see work going on there by your house now, don't 
vou! 
.. A. J\fan has a steam shovel out there. They are working 
there. 
-Q. Have you lqoked into the excavation they have made? 
Did you see a 48-inch culvert partly put up? 
A. Dow·u at the lower side I saw them start, it looks to 
be, a four-foot culvert. I haven't measured it. 
Q. That is partly in now? 
A. Partly into the street I think. 
Q. Partly constructed, this 48-inch culvert-it IS partly 
constructed' 
A. Yes, sir. 
·Q. Did you testify before, 1\ir. Wright, as to any 
page 82 } damage-did you, yourself, testify before as to any 
damage to the market value of your property?_ 
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. Witness : Before this trial? I don't get you. 
Mr. Talley: "\Vhich trial are you speaking oft There have 
lleen two other trials. 
Mr. Cary: I don't think it was brought in except at the last 
trial. Either one or both. Did you, yourself, testify as to 
this depreciation in the market ~alue from $4,500 to $2,000, 
like you said to-day, if the 18-inch culvert still remained in 'l 
A. I don't remember. 
Q. Don't remember that you did, do you f 
A. I don't remember that I did or didn't. 
Q. Don't you know you didn't~ 
A. I don't remember. 
Q. Is your memory very good~ 
A. I don't know that it is not. I judge it is good. 
By 1\1r. Talley : 
Q. Have you talked to otl1er people, including real estate 
people, who are familiar with the value of the 
pag·e 83 ~ property, as to what the depreciation in the market 
value isY 
Mr. Cannon: 'Ve object. 
The Court: Objection overruled. 
1\1r. Cannon: We except on the ground tl1at it is immaterial 
and irrelevant. 
A. Yes. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. Was the value, as you have given it to-day, based partly 
on the information you got~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
lVIr. Cannon: "\Ve object. 
The Court: Objection overruled. 
Mr. Cannon : "\V e note an exception. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 84 ~ L. C. JONES, 
a witness on behalf of· the plaintiff, being first 
duly sworn, testified as follows ~ 
City o£ Richmond v. H. 1L Wright. 
EXAMINATION IN CHIEF. 
:By ~fr. Talley: 
A. I am in the real estate business. 
Q. What firm are you with¥ 
A. W. S. Robinson & Co. 
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Q. I-Iow long have you been in the real estate business in 
Richmond? 
A. About fifteen years. 
Q. Are you familiar with the value of property-faily 
well familiar with the value of property-throughout the city? 
A. I think so~ 
The Court: Value of what kind of property? 
l\fr. Talley: Real estate tl1roughout the city. 
The Court: Suppose you ask him about this section. 
By l\Ir. Talley: _ 
Q. Have you had occasion· to go over on the Government 
Road and examine tlie house and lot on the corner of Gov-
'ernment Road and Carlisle Avenue owned by Mr. H. lVI. 
\Vright here? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Tell the jury \vha t, in yonr opinion, would be 
page 85 } a fair mai·ket value of lVIr. Wright's house and 
lot, assuming that it would be free from any over-
flow from that branch ? -· 
A. It is stated that it is 144 feet frontage on the Govern-
ment Road, and I value the land at about ten dollars a front 
fqot, wl1ich would be $1,440. I examined the premises and I 
think the house alone is worth $2,750, 'vhich makes a total of 
$4,190. . 
. Q. No,,,r, assuming that the property will remain perma-
ently subject to overflow from the stream of "rater that runs 
through the property on account of an embankment that has 
lJeen erected across the street witl1 a culvert thereunder which 
is not. snffieient to ca1·ry off the water that flows through the 
streem during· heavy rains, causing water to back as much 
as five feet deep in the first floor of the plaintiff's house, what 
\vould you then say tlw value of that property would be' 
A. It is a hard question to answer in dollars and cents. As 
I see it, the property "rould be rendered almost valueless 
from the standpoint of a residence with the condition going 
on as you state of water rising to the depth of four or five 
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feet in the premises. The only way I see that you 
page 8_6 ~ could arrive at any value from that standpoin~ 
would be more or less speculative .. 
The Court: l-Ie is asking you what your opinion of the 
value is. If you don't know, you can say you don't know. _If 
you do know, you can say you do know. _ 
Mr. Cary: We object to any testimony on speculative values .. 
Witness: "Veil, Your Honor, I have no way of saying-
- The Court: If you don't kno·w, you can say so. 
Witness: Well, I don't know. 
By Mr. Talley • 
Q. You say the property would be practically marketless 
as it is? 
A. I said I thought the property would :he valueless nrac-
. tically from a residential standpoint with that condition ex-
isting. 
By the· Court : 
Q. I understood you to say that the value of it now was 
$4,1901 
A. I said I considered the property 'vorth $4,190 without 
this condition of 'vater overflowing it existing. I 
page 87 ~ don't know what it is worth 'in its condition with 
'va.ter overflowing. I don't . know bow anybody 
could arrive at it. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. You ,-~lould say it wonld be hard to sell it at any price, 
would you not? 
A. I think it 'vould be. I don't see how you could use it as 
a residence with that condition existing of water rising four. 
or five feet in the premises. I don't know how often it has 
occurred; I don't know anything about that condition; but I 
saw water marks on the wall to which he said water had risen. 
Mr. Cannon: Don't state 'vhat anybody said. 
By ~Ir. Talley: 
Q .. Tell t.l1e condition of the first floor of this bouse? 
A. The first floor has a water line, which, to be exact, meas-
ured four feet, eleven inches from the floor, all around the 
wall where water had stood. 
Q. What was the condition of the· walls? 
A. The walls were cracked -and the plaster had bulged and 
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the walls had settled somewhat from dampness and the water 
standing there as I presume. 
Q. You went out there to-day, did you not! 
A. I did. 
page 88 ~ Q. Tell the jury about what the situation there 
is as that ditch comes down by ~Ir. Wright's 
property; is it about on on dow11 grade~ 
- A.. It is gradually down grade all the way from Williams-
burg Avenue down to this point. The water falls all down in 
that vicinity and it all drains into this ditch. 
Q. How wide is that ditch and ho'v deep? 
A. Looks like it is about five feet deep, and probably along 
where it abutts his premises about I would say would aver-
age up about fo:ur or four and a half feet wide. 
Q. Have you noticed the surrounding country above Mr. 
Wright's property where the drain comes into this streamf 
A. Yes, sir, I have. 
Q. "\Vhat is the condition of the country that drains into 
this branch above Mr. \¥right's house? 
A. Well, all around the Government Road from around to 
the corner of Williamsburg A venue and back here to the street 
that leads in south, I might say, of the ravine, and one or 
t'vo streets that run down to this street, the tendency of the 
lay of the land is for the w·ater to all drain into this ditch 
and follow down this ravine. 
Q. "\Vhat is the condition of all these streets that 
page 89 } run through there with the exception of the Gov-
. ernment Road and the Williamsburg Road f What 
is the kind of surface that they have? 
A. They seem to be graveled and. rolled 1 
Q. Are any of those streets smooth paved 'vith concrete or 
asphalt¥ · 
A. No, sir, no streets except "\Villiamsburg Avenue and 
Government Road. 
Q. Do you know how long Williamsburg Avenue has been 
concreted at that point~ 
.A .. I do not. 
(~. Do you know how long the Go·vernmcnt R.oad has been 
hard surfaced along by the plaintiff's property and above 
it? 
A. I do not. 
CROSS EXA:NIINATION. 
By Mr. Ca!y: 
Q. Mr. J 011es, as I understood you to testify ju8t now, you 
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are assuming more or less constant, regular overflows in de-
preciating the market value of this property? 
A. Yes. Of course, I am not ac-quainted 'vith the condition 
and ho"T many times it has overflowed but presume that that 
condition does exist-
Q. With regularity1 
page 90 ~ A. That, if you should acquaint a purchaser with 
that condition and it was true, that every time a 
certain amount. of rainfall fell in ~hat vicinity this condition 
·would exist, it would render the property valueless from the 
~tandpoint of home or residence. 
Q. That is the assumption that you made that statement 
onf · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Assuming that this culvert was put in in 1919 (this is 
now 1927), a period of about eight years, and during that 
entire time there had not been but two overflows, one due to 
a stoppage of the culvert by trash off the owner's property 
that stopped the culvert up, and the otlier due to extraordi-
nary and unusual storm such as the city is not called on to 
provide for the waterfall from, assuming those two the only 
overflows in tl1at length of time, would you think that that 
would affect the market value of the property to any large 
extent? 
Mr. Talley: I object to the question on the ground that 
there is no evidence before the court on which that hypotheti~ 
cal questim• can be based. · · 
The Court~ I understood it will be introduced. 
pagP 91 ~ If not, the answer to the question will be stricken 
out. 
Mr~ Cary: Assuming it 'vas the owner's duty to keep that 
d·rain free from trash tbat caused one of the stoppages I 
. Apoke of. · 
A .. In stating my opinion about this condition, it was based 
upon the fact that this was a condition that happened, I n1ight 
say, or every occasion that there was a certain amount of 
rainfall. 
Q. Change that and assume it bas only been two occasions 
in eight years that the stream ran full to its banks-only two 
stoppages shown, one due to trash at the mouth of the culvert 
off the owner's property that it was his duty to keep up, and 
the other from so excessive a rainstorm the city was not lia-
ble to carry it off-assuming that situation, do you think that 
would make any material difference f 
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A. If those facts are true, I think that would modify the 
condition to a certain extent. 
Q. It would modify it entirely, if one. is due to a cause that 
the city is not responsible for, both being in fact (I mean so 
far as charging any damage to the market value to the city)-
one due to stoppage . by trash from the owner's 
page 92 ~ property, and the other to a storm such as h~d 
never be~n before and probably never will be agru.n 
-so far as charging the market value of that to the city, do 
you thil1k there is any justice in that? 
J\,fr. Talley: That is more a question of law than of fact. 
The Court: Objection sustaine(L 
· By Mr. Cary: 
Q. Do you think that those two overflows (the causes as I 
have stated) would materially affect the market value? 
A. If the conditions which caused. it are as stated to me, I 
don't think it would affect materially the value of it. 
Q. You mean as I have stated to you 1 
A. Yes, sir; 
Q. You don't think they would materially affect the market 
value? 
A. If the conditions are as stated to me by you. 
Q. Now, then, Mr. Jones, assuming that you have stated 
that the market value is $4,190.00, free from overflow,. and 
assuming that the city is right now putting in a 48-inch cul-
vert that will adequately carry off all water fio,ving down 
there so that there will not be any further overflows, do you 
think its market value is affected Y · 
page 93} Mr. Talley: We make the same objectioa 
The Court : The same ruling. 
Mr. Talley: We note an exception. 
A. I don't think its mnrket value would be affected with 
that condition remedied. 
Witness stood aside. 
Plaintiff Rests. 
0 
page 94 ~ D. F. LaPRADE, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being first 
duly. sworn, testified as follows: 
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EXAMINATION IN CHIEF. 
By 1Yir. Cary: 
Q. 1Yir. La Prade, what is your name, please, sir? 
A. D. F. La Prade. 
Q. What is your occupation t 
A. Civil engineer. 
Q. How long have you been doing engineering work for 
the city of Richmond 7 
A. About sixteen years. 
Q. Ho'v long has been your total experience in engineering 
'vork~ 
A. About twenty-five years. 
Q. '\Vhen 'vas the Carlisle Avenue culvert by Mr. '\Vright!s 
house first put in~ 
A. In December, 1919. 
Q. '\Vho owned the '\Vright property at that time? 
A. Mr. Geffert. 
Q. Did the Gefferts de.dicate part of the land necessary to 
open Carlisle Avenue to the city1 
A. They did. 
page 95 ~ Q. \Vill you look at this deed, 1Yir. LaPrade, and 
identify tha.t as the deed by 'vhich the dedication 
was made? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. Has that already been recorded 1 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Will you please read that to the jury and file it, marked 
"City's Exhibit #1". 
~Ir.· Oliver: We object to that. We don't deny that this 
land was dedicated to the city for that purpose. 
The Court: I don't see the necessity for that. 
Mr. Cary: We want to show that that deed was a nominal 
consideration. 
The Court: Do you want it as to the value of the property? 
What is the idea of that deed~ Do you want to get the value 
of the property~ 
Mr. Cary: I want to prove that the Ge:fferts were inter-
ested in getting. Carlisle Avenue filled up there over this 
stream; that they dedicated the land for a nominal considera-
tion on condition that the city would open Carlisle Avenue 
ac1"oss the land they dedicated. 
The Court: All that 'viii be admitted. I don't 
page 96 } see any 11eeessity for the deed unless you want to 
put something in there that the Court of Appeals 
has ruled out. 
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Mr. Cannon: No, sir. 
The Court: The Court of Appeals overruled the ruling of 
this court and said the question· of negligence was still one to 
be tried by this court. 
l\tir. Cary: I just ask this question and ·he can answer from 
the deed. 
The Court: I just don't think the covenants in the deed 
have anything to do with this thing. 
lVI:r. Cary: That is all I am interested to show . 
Bv ~Ir. Cary: 
'"'Q. What fs the consideration named in the deed Y 
l\1:r. Talley: We object to the introduction of this deed on 
the ground that it is irrelevant and immaterial. 
The Court: Objection overruled as to the question of what 
was the consideration in the deed. 
A. The consideration is one dollar. 
The Court: If you all \Vant to make this objection, I will 
let the deed come in and speak for itself. If you want me 
to, I will construe the deed and the court will tell 
page· 97 ~ the jury what is the meaning of that deed and what 
is the meaning of any of the covenants under the 
decision of the Court of Appeals, but I don't see the relevancy 
of this deed except as to the market value. Under the de-
cision of the Court of Appeals he has a right to show you his 
damages: 'That has been determined. I don't see any use 
showing who he got the property from unless it goes to the 
market value of the property. 
1vt:r. Cary: I want to show th~tt the fill across there was 
done at the instigation of the Gefferts. 
By Mr. Gary: 
Q. Do you know, Mr. LaPrade, who was the moving spirit 
behind Carlisle A venue being filled across the fill so as to 
connect· with the Government R.oad 1 What is your recollec-
tion of the transaction? , 
The Court: Do you know anything about it1 
A. There were two people interested t~1ere, or two pieces of 
land, by which tins Carlisle Avenue was opened there-the 
Belmont R. R. Co. and the Gefferts. 
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rho Court: I don't see any good going into this. 
page 98 ~ I am going to strike out this testimony because 
it is irrelevant. '.rhe only question in this case is 
,whether or not the plaintiff is injured by this culvert put in 
thereby the city, and, if so, what the damages to the plain-
tiff are. Now, who he got the property from or anything of 
~hat kind is not of importance to this case. 
Mr. Cary: I don't know how far it will be still insisted on 
hy Mr. Talley, but in his opening statement he told the jury 
the city 'vent jn there and did all this work as though the city 
had done it reg·ardless .of the parties' interest. My interest 
at this time is to show that the owners of the property, them-
selves, wanted the city to come in and make that fill, at a large 
cost to the city, so that they could have access to Carlisle 
Avenue. 
The Court: Even if they didn't want it, and the city put it 
in there, the only question for this jury to determine is 
whether it "Tas put in there without or with negligence and if 
the plaintiff has been damaged by the putting in 
page 99 ~ of this improvement. 'l~ha.t is all the question to 
he determined as I understand it, so I just don't 
think it is relevant if there is any objection made to it. 
Mr. Talley: We object to it on that ground. 
. Mr. Cary: Can I ask how many feet Geffert conveyed to 
the city for one dollar? 
The Court: I don't think that has anything to do with it. 
I think it is material to the value of the property, but who he 
got it from and what he paid for it and things of that kind I 
don't think have anything to do with it. He might have got-
ten it a hundred years ago and it might have gone up or down 
$1,000. 
lVIr. Cary: Don't Your Honor think that dedicating a strip 
of land for one dollar in order to get an extension of Carlisle 
.A venue shows they recognized-
The Court: I don't think, under the decision of the Court of 
Appeals, that has anything to do 'vith the trial of this ease. 
They have said that wahtever he did, although he may have 
surrendered his rights to the city (the former owner) that 
doesn't bind th~ plaintiff. 
~fr. Cary: I am not g·oing to refer to that. 
page 100 ~ · The Court: Of course, anything that is relevant 
ought to come in. 
B)r Mr. Cary: 
Q. Did the Gefferts give this land to the city, or did the 
eity have to pay for it, and, if so, how much 1 . 
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}.fr. Oliver: I want to object most strenuously. That is im-
material, whether they gave it or the city bought it or what 
the consideration was. 
The Court: I can't see that it has anything to do with the 
ca~e. The question is what is the value of the property; if 
it has been damaged, how much 1 
Mr. Talley: Are you trying by this question to prove what 
the market value of the property is? 
Mr. Cary: Absolutely not. I am trying to answer the state-
ment you made to the jury, that the city went in there and took 
this property and treated it regardlessly, and the city only 
went in-
The Court: I don't understand any evidence of that kind 
has been before the jury. . 
1\fr. Cary: That is his c.Iaim that he made to the jury. 
The Court: There is no evidence introduced to 
page 101 ~ that effect. 
1\tir. Cary : All right. I will pass on. 
By JVIr. Cary:. 
Q. Did the Gefferts sell the property to Mr. Wright? 
A. I think they did. 
Q. Was the ct;lvert under Carlisle Avenue put in under 
your direction? 
~ A. It was. 
Q. "\Vhat was the size of the culvert under Carlisle Avenue 
on August 26th, 1922? 
A. Twenty-four inches and part of it 18 inches. 
Q. In your deliberate opinion was this 18-inch culvert large 
enough to drain the area it was put in there to drain T 
A. It wns. 
Q. How many acres were in that drainage area that this 
1.8-inch culvert had to drain at that time 1 
A. A bout fifteen. 
Q. "\Vhat kind of section 'vas that drainage area, developed 
or undeveloped or country or what? 
A. -~fost of it was undeveloped, some few streets laid out; 
I would say that one-third of it 'vas in woods and 
page 102 ~ brush, part of it in fields. · 
· Q. According to your experience as an engin-
lleer, how many acres will an18-inch culvert drain in an area 
of that kind? 
A. Any·whcre from 20 to 25. 
· Q. Mr~ La Prade, did you visit this culvert under Cat-
lisle A venue on August 26th, 1922? 
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A. Somewhere about that time I visited it. It was the day 
after one of these floods. 
Q. What condition did you find the mouth of this culvert 
at the time that you inspected it-the intake~ 
Mr. Oliver: He said he visited the scene after one of these 
floods. If he doesn't remember which one, of course, we 
would object to any evidence coming in, because it might have 
been back of 1922, for ,~·hich we are not suing. 
The Court: I think you can bring it out on cross examina-
tion. ~e wants to know when you went there first, or if you 
ever did go there. 
By Mr. Cary: 
Q. One of the overflows sued for in this case, Ivlr. La Prade, 
occurred on August 26th, 1922 .. Did you visit this culvert at 
. that time, and, if so, what did you see of the con-
page 103 } dition of the intake, tl1e mouth of the culvert 1 
A. I visited it in ..... 1\.ugust, 1922, the morning 
after one of these floods. That morning-
The Cour.t: How is that? 
· Witness: I visited it the morning after one of these floods. 
The Court: We want to kno'v which one. 
Mr. Cary: He said in August, 1922 . 
.A. (Continued} It was somewhere the latter part of Au-
gust; whether it was the 24th, 25th or 26th I don't know, but 
it 'vas in the latter part of August of tha.t year. 
·Mr. Cary: What year 1 
Witness: 1922. 
A. (Continued) Around the mouth of the culvert there 
'vas poultry wire, sticks of wood, tin cans and various and 
sundry other debris. 
By Mr. Clay : 
Q. Was the mouth of the culcert filled up with it ~o any 
extent? 
A. Practically covered over with it. 
Q. Does this culvert empty or drain through 
page 104 ~ private property~ 
·A. It does. 
· Q. Is the middle of this drain the boundary to Mr. Gef-
fert's. property? 
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A. It is. 
Q. What did you notice of the condition along the banks 
of the drain there near the culvert or up the stream some Y 
A. Along the banks there 'vere bushes hanging over, dead 
limbs and just about 'vhat you would find in almost any branch 
that runs down th1·ough a 'voods. 
Q. .Any evidence of back yard dumping~ 
A. Yes. 
J.\IIr. Talley: "\Ve obJect to a leading question, putting in his 
mouth what he wants the witness to testify to. · 
The Court: Answer the question. State what they were. 
A. (Continued) Up on the banks in some place_s you woul~ 
see tin cans and various and sundry other things that people 
would dump in a back yard. 
By the Court : 
Q. What were those various and sundry other things? I 
don't kno,v. 
. A. L&rd cans and old bed springs and such 
page 105 ~ things as that, and old boxes. 
By Mr. Cary: 
Q. Did the city clean the culvert out at that time, Mr. La 
Prade, the mouth of it? 
A. It hand 't been touched at that time.· 
Q. At the time you saw it f 
A. At the tim.P T sa'v it. 
Q. What did yott think about the culvert then, as an engi-
neer, after seeing it, the condition it was in? What did you 
think was the trouble¥ Was it t11e culvert was too small, or 
what was the trouble after you saw it the latter part of Au-
gust, 1922? Did you think the culvert was too small or what 
'vas the trouble 1 
A. The trouble as I saw it was the culvert became choked 
with debris that washed down the stream. 
Q. One of the witnesses testified that he ·saw the outflow-
ing end of the culvert runnh1g full during one of these storms. 
Does the fact that the outflowing mouth may be running full 
show that it ·was not stopped up, or what would be the proper 
test of that f 
A. In my judgment, if the outflowing end is 
page 106 ~ running full, the culvert is taking all the water 
it can. 
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.. ·' 
-~ Q. Does the velocity count-I mean couldn't it be running 
full and spilling over, or does the velocity at which it is com-
ing at the end of it determine whether there is any stoppage 
in it? 
A. The velocty in a culvert is a. great deal faster thnn it 
would he in the stream, and the further it goes down through 
the culvert apparently the less water there is in the culvert, 
because it is gathering velocity all the time on account of the 
smooth sides. 
Q. Simply running full, that is, the mouth being full of wa~ 
ter, does that prove there wasn't any stoppage, or may there 
not be stoppage and still water with its cohesion still run-
ning full and spilling out the lower end, the outfall end? 
A. I can't account for the lower end being flowing full and 
the culvert being stopped. I can't account for that at all .. 
Bv the Court : 
WQ. Could that possibly be? 
A. I can't see how it could be. 
Q. Isn't one or the other impossible f 
A. Yes, sir, it is. 
page 107 ~ By lVIr. Cary: 
Q. A culvert could be partially stopped up, or 
quite a good deal stopped up, and \Vater running through the 
lower end could be running so that the mouth of it would be 
full,· couldn't it 1 
A. I don't understand how that could be, because the ve-
locity in the culvert is certainly greater than the velocity 
'\vould be below in the branch and would be greater than it 
would be above there coming to the culvert, consequently, 
·when the water flows fast, it tends to recede from the top of 
the culvert because it is passing so much faster. 
Q. Does the drain back of 1\{r. Wright~s house run on 
down into Gillie's Creek~ 
A. It does. 
By the Court: 
Q. Does this drain come down from vVilliamsburg Road by 
the United States burying ground, and does it come down 
through Nelson's place 1 · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Goes all the way down through those places until it 
gets down to Wright's and then goes on to Gillie's Creek? 
A. Mr. vVright's place is further up the stream than Ncl-
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son's. That stream, for practical purposes, par-
page 108 } allels the right hand side of Government Road 
all the 'va.y from Nicholson. street clean up to 
Williamsburg Avenue right at the National Cemetery. For 
.all purposes it is parallel. 
Q. Wright's place is nearer the cemetery than Nelson's 
place back up on the hill? 
A. Yes, sir. I 'vould say Wright's place is roughly 650 or 
700 feet from· the National Cemetery; that Nelson's place is 
.about seven or eight hundred feet further down; in other 
words, about 1,300 feet from the National Cemetery down to 
Nelson's place. 
Q. I understand now Wright's place is nearer Government 
Road than Nelson's place Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Gary: 
Q. And the head of this drain behind :arr. Wright's house~ 
commencing at Williamsburg Road, one square-I mean the 
next square east of 1\ir. Wright's. property? 
A. Yes-The next square west. 
Q. We are a little mixed on our points of the compass. We . 
~greed Government Road was running east and west. Sup-
pose the Government Road runs east and west, the head of 
this stream commences a.t 'Villiamsburg A venue the next 
square east of vVright 's property Y 
A. Yes. 
page 109} CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By :Mr. Talley: 
Q. Jiow far distant on the Williamsburg Road west o£ its 
intersection with the Government Road does the water drain 
into this stream~ 
A. This stream in question crosses Williamsburg A venue 
about 200 feet west of Government Road. The total distance 
on Williamsburg· Avenue that flows into this stream is about 
800 feet. 
Q. Didn't any of the surface beyond Williamsburg Avenue 
drain into this stream on the southern side 1 
A. V cry little. 
Q. How long has Williamsburg Avenue been hard sur-
faced at that point~ 
A. There was a 20-foot strip of paving placed in there in 
the fall of J.919 and spring of 1920. 
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Q. Is that at its intersection with ·the Government Road! 
A. That paving extended from the intersection of Govern-
ment Road back to. Scott street. 
Q. Then at that time 'vhat was the conditio~ of the rest of 
Williamsburg Road westwardly? 
A. This paving mentioned extended all the way from Gov-
ernment Road to meet the granite spall paving· up the hill,. 
terminating at or about Scott street. The sides 
page 110 ~ of this road, outside of the 20-foot strip, had 
earth gutters cut in there, and the drainage fol-
lowed the direction of the gutters on that street. 
Q. lias Williamsburg Avenue been in about that condition 
since 1920 i . 
A. Since that time there has been additional paving on the 
Williamsburg Road ·with the addition of curbs and gutters. 
Q. You mean the curbings and. gutters have been added 
since 1920? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Didn't the water that ran in Williamsburg Road prior 
to the time that these gutters and curbings were put in go in 
the same direction that it goes since they have been put in "l 
A. Yes. 
Q. What other sreets run through the area drained into this 
branch besides Williamsburg Road and Government Road'? 
A. There is a street in there, National street, Salem street 
and Montgomery. 
Q. How long have those tl1ree streets been opened Y 
A. I can't answer that question. 
Q. Have they been opened for as much as two or three 
yearsY 
A. I 'vould say they have been opened ten years. 
Q. I-Ias the condition of those ~treets been 
page 111 ~ changed to any appreciable degree in the last few 
years? 
·A.· There has been some reshaping of those streets and 
possibly some gravel put on them, but other than that there 
has been no great change in them. Of course, Carlisle Avenue 
had curbing nnd gutters put in there in 1921. 
Q. How long has the Government Road been hard surfaced 
along that location Y · 
A. Certainly fifteen years. 
By the Court : 
Q. How long? 
A. Fifteen years. 
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Q. Fifteen? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr.· Cannon: Certainly that. 
Witness: It may be twenty-five; I don't know. 
By 1\fr. Talley: 
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Q. Has there been al}y concrete or hard surface streets ex-
tended through the area drained by this stream within the 
last three or four years 7 · 
A. The only additions to the paving in that vicinity in the 
last three years were the additions to the widening of paving 
on Williamsburg Avenue and additions to curbs and gutters 
thereto. 
Q. That did not change the flow of the water 
page 112 ~ from the direction in which it had been going· 
into another direction, did it~ 
A. No, it did not. 
Q. Mr. LaPrade, what caused you to go to the scene of this 
overflow in August, 1922? 
A: Because it was reported at the office that the place had 
become choked up, and I was anxious to see what had· ha}J-
pened. 
Q. Wasn't complaint made to the Engineer's office that 
there had been a floo(l and overflow at that place? 
A. I suppose it had. · 
Q. You don't know just what the message was that came to 
the Engineer's office Y 
A. No~ T do not. 
Q. Now, it w.~s on the morning after the flood, the next 
morning, that you went there and found the condition as you 
state it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many tin cans did you see at the mouth of this cul-
vert? 
... A .. I didn't count them. 
Q. Didn't you stnte at the other trial that you only saw 
about a. 50·-pouncl lard can, that was the only can you sawf 
A. I stated I saw a can there about the size of a 50-pound 
lard can, but there were other tins lying around there. 
Q. Ho'v many pieces of poultry wire did you· 
page 113 ~ see? 
· A. I don't know; I didn't pull it apart. 
Q. vVhat are some of the other things you saw in the mouth 
of the culvert~ 
- ------- ~----- -
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A. I saw trash, saw some pieces of loose sticks of wood 
and saw some brush. 
Q. You don't know what the condition at that place was 
prior to the flood of the evening before, do you¥ 
A. No. 
Q. Isn't it natural, after a stream overflows its banks into 
surrounding neighborhood, that these tin cans and this trash 
and ~arious debris would float on the water, and that, when 
the water goes down, the stuff would soak right into the mouth 
of the pipe~ · 
A. In my judgment, if it hadn't been for the poultry wire-
Q. I am not asking you t])at. I ask you if it is not nat-
ural that that situation \Vould take place~ 
A. I can't answer that question. 
. Q. You mean to say that you can't tell the jury whether 
or not it \vould be natural, when a stream overflo\vs its banks 
-and went out into the surrounding contry, that it would pick 
up tin cans, trash, leaves and things and deposit them at the 
mouth of the culvert when the water went down~ 
A~ When a culvert, or stream, overflo\VS its 
page 114 ~ banks, on the margin of the water you will find 
trash, but you very seldom ever find tin cans or 
or wire on the margin; yon will find it where the water went 
a\vay around the mouth of the culvert or orifice through which 
it flows. Tin cans and \Vire don't float. 
Q. In your opinion, tin cans don't float? 
A. Not full of water. 
Q. How many tin cans did you see there Y 
A. I said I dicln 't count them. 
Q. Have any idea? Was it a dozen, cart load of then1 or just one~ · 
A. There were more than one. 
Q. Think there· were as many as two? I just want you to 
give the jury the best of your opinion as to how many you 
SR\V. 
A. I said I didn't conut them. 
Q. Isn't it a fact you \Vere so sure when you went there 
that this trash and stuff that vou saw in the mouth of this 
culvert stopped it up, that yo~ came to the conclusion right 
there that that was what caused the overflow and paid no :fur-
ther attention to the matter? Isn't that a fact? 
A. I \Vent ove:y; with an open mind to try to detern1ine 
what was the cause of the overflow, and, when I 
page 115 ~ saw that wire and those cans down there, I came 
away \vith a firmer conviction than when I \vent 
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over that that ·was the trouble; that the culvert was large 
~nough, but these obstructions obstructed the flow of the wa-
ter and caused it to back up. 
Q. It didu 't take you long to come to that opinion after 
you saw the situation, did it? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. If two or three reputable men had been standing there 
at the time and called attention to the fact 'vhen that water 
was rising, when it was at its height, they went to the lower 
end of that pipe and saw the water running apparently at 
full capacity, would you have been as quick in forming your 
opinion as you were on that occasion~ 
A. I stated a 'vhile ago that in my judgment it was impos-
sible for the culvert to be nnn1ing full at the lower end and 
the other end being choked with anything. As a matter of 
fact, the lengtl1 of that culvert would indicate to me that it 
\vas impossible for the lower end to be running full even if it· 
was taking a full amount of water at the other end. 
Q. But, if it was running full, then your opinion, that the 
\Vater was backed up on account of the pipe being stopped 
. up in the first instance, wouldn't hold good, would 
page 116 kit? · 
A. I would certainly have to see that condition 
before I would change my minci. 
Q. And after you saw that condition 'vould you change 
your mind! · 
A. I don't know. 
Q. I mean, after you did see it, if you were satisfied the 
water was running full capacity at the lo"rer end of the pipe, 
would you change your mind about the other end of the pipe 
being stopped up ? 
A. I don't kno,,r. 
Q. You must have thought so; if you didn't, it would not 
have been necessary for you to see the lower end to see 
whether the water was running full or not, would it"! You 
don't know even then 'vhether you would change your mind f 
A. That is a matter to me that appears to be almost a phy-
sical impossibility. · 
Q. What? 
A. For the lower end of the pipe to be running full if there 
is anything' the mutter with the other end. Furthermore, a 
pipe sixty feet long, laid on about a five per cent grade, the 
'vater in there gathers velocity as it flows, consequently~ 
·when it reac.hes the lower end, there is a small opening at the 
end on the top of the water; it is bound to 1Je, unless it dumps 
- ~~--------
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· out into a low place and the water-·-unles~ there 
page 117 ~ is some obstruction in the branch that causes the 
water to rise up over top of that pipe. · 
Q. When did you first ascertain that the area drained into 
this stream was about fifteen acres¥ · 
A. Sometime in 1921. 
· Q. Did you testify at the first trial of this case that you 
didn't know what the area was~ 
A. I have no recollection of it. 
Q. ""\Vould you deny that you made that statement T 
A. I will not. 
Q. Then it might be possible that it was later on that you 
first learned that the area was .fifteen acres, was it not v? 
A. I don't think so. 
Q. Then, you didn't know what area drained into that 
branch in 1919 when the culvert was put in, did you~ 
A·. I knew pretty close to what it 'vas, very close. 
Q. Did you make any eng·ineering calculation as to what 
size the pipe should be to take care of that drainage1 
A. There are tables that take care of those things for me-. 
Q. But did you apply those tables in this particular in-
stance? 
A. I made some figJires, yes, sir, to ascertain what it was. 
Q. Didn't you testify at the first trial of this 
page 118 ~ case that you did not know what the area drained 
was, and that you made no calculation in deter-
mining on the size of this culvert put in Carlisle A venue 1 
A. I answ~re~ just no'v that I have no ·recollection of so 
testifying. , 
Q .. If it should be shown that the flood of August, 1922, and 
the heavy rains of July 30th, 1923, and the next one that came 
two day~ later (August 1st, 1923), flooded this property so 
the water went over the embankment of Carlisle Avenue; 
that on various other occasions, when hard rains would be-
gin to fall, the water would rise above that pipe in the ditch, 
would you still be of the opinion that the pipe ·under this 
embankment was large enough to carry off the water that 
came down that stream f 
A. I haven't any reason whatsoever to change from my 
opinion, that the pipe was large enough, and I would certainly 
have to see the conditions there as stated before I could 
change my mind. 
Q. If some one else told you the conditions and satisfied 
you that they did exist, wouldn't you change your mind with-
out seeing it with your own eyesf 
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A. I would want to see the condition of the cui-
page 119 ~ vert at th~ time of .the over-flush before I would 
change my mind. 
· Q. At whose suggestion was it that the city decided to put 
in a large culvert there recently? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Was it at your suggestion 1 
A. No. 
Q. Then, in your own opinion, is the culvert that has been · 
in there all the time amply sufficient to take care of the water 
that comes down that stream at this time~ 
A. It doesn't seem that we have had any trouble since 1923, · 
which is, rougl1ly, four years ago. 
Q. You don't know the conditions of rains that have fallen 
since 1923, do you-the extent of those rains? 
A. We have possibly had fewer heavy rains in the last four 
years than we had in the three previous years. That might 
be possible, although I don't keep tab on the rainfall . 
. Q Has there been any material change in the drainage of 
that stream within the last three or four years? 
A. As I stated a while ago, these streets in there have been 
reshaped and there has probably been a little gravel on some 
of those streets, which causes the water to flow a little bit 
faster and might get the water there just a little bit quicker. 
Q. Would the gravel that has been put on those 
page 120 } streets within the last three or four years, in 
your opinion, make any appreciable difference in 
the water that flows into that stream 1 
A. No. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Cary: • 
Q. You spoke of there being fifteen acres in the area 
drained by this 18-inch culvert. Does or does not that include 
the area around Williamsburg Avenue and a little on the 
other side of it 1 
A. It does. 
Q. I understood you to say that this culvert, in the latter 
part of August, 1922, was reported to your office as being 
choked up; is that right? 
A. That is right.· 
Witness stood aside. 
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page 121 ~ ~IAJ. M:. 0. HANKINS, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being first 
duly sworn, testified as follows : 
EXA~IINATION IN CHIEF. 
By Mr. Cary: 
Q. What is your name, please, sir 1 
A. M. 0. Hankins. 
Q. What is your occupation Y 
A. Civil engineer. 
Q. What is your position with the city? 
A. I have charge of the construction of se,vers and mainte-
nance of sewers and repairs and construction of bridges in 
tl1e city, all of them. 
Q. How long have you l1ad experience in building culverts, 
Major? 
A.. About fifty years. 
Q. How long have you been doing that kind of work for the 
city of Richmond 1 
A. Twenty years nearly. 
Q. Did you visit the culvert under Carlisle Avenue by Mrr 
Wright's house at the intake end of it on August 26th, 19221' 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 26th or 27th f 
A. In August. I don't remember the day now. 
page 122 } Q. What part of August-the latter part of 
first part? 
A. About the middle of August, soon after this trouble 
there. 
Q. In the year 19221 
A. 1922. 
Q. What was the condition around the mouth of the culvert 
towards 1\t[r. Wright's house? 
A. The culvert was shut up with trash, every describable 
trash-sticks, brush, tin cans and other things you might 
find on a hillside in woods-leaves of all sorts. 
Q. Did you notice the condition of the drain leading to the 
culvert, 1\iajor? What was that condition T _ 
A. The water had subsided when I was there, and I no-
ticed that the ''.rater was still passing through trash and 
through the culvert. 
Q. I mean the condition of the hanks on the drain. What 
kind of condition "ras that in~ Was that free from trash, 
or did it have trash on it 1 
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A. I can't recall exactly the immediate banks at the cul-
vert, but in the woods it was liable to wash at any time trash 
of all sort into the culvert. 
Q. You have described the condition at the mouth of the 
culvert; now up the drain, was there any loose trash around 
there? 
A. I don't recall making any further examina· 
page 123 } tion. 
Q. 1Vhat 'vas the size of this culvert under Car· 
lisle A venue then? 
A. Eighteen-inch pipe. 
Q. In your deliberate opinion, was this 18-inch pipe ll\rge 
enough to drain that area~ 
4-.. Yes, sir, large enough for three inches of rainfall. 
Q. After -seeing the conditions existing there at that time, 
did you think the culvert was too small or what was the mat-
ter? . 
lVIr. Tulley: I object unless he kno,vs the condition at the 
time of the fiood. 
The Court: I think that is 'vhat the question was about. 
1\tlr. Cary: Immediately afterwards. 
Q. (Continued) After seeing that condition, 1Yiajor, what 
did you think 1 Did you think the cu~vert was too small or 
shut up by trash wa.s the trouble f 
A. I think it was the shutting up with trash. The culvert 
"rould carry the 'vater but wouldn't carry the trash . 
. Q. Major, :Mr. "\Vright testified that some party, who he 
afterwards discovered to be Major Hankins, or Mr. Hankins, 
told him at the time of the 1922 overflo,v, that the 
page 124 ~ city had no right to dam up his property that way. 
Did you make any such remark to lVIr. Wright? 
A. I don't recall anything of the kind. I think Mr. Wright 
is entirely mistaken. There must be a question of mistaken 
identify. I wasn't making any settlement of any claim or 
anything of that sort. 
Q. Did you tell.1VI:r. Wright the culvert was too small1 
A. No, sir, of course not. 
Q. vVas that the only time you saw J\1r. Wright, the time 
you went there in August, 1922? 
A. I recall seeing l\!Ir. vVright, and that is the only time .. 
Q. -That is the only time? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is the ,!ity now putting in a new culvert in place of the 
18-inch culvl3rt, Major? 
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- A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I mean even now, to-dayt 
A. Yes, sir, they are putting it in now .. 
Q. Is that job under contract by the city with some con-
tractor~ 
A. Yes, sir, under contract and under construction. . 
Q. Why is the city now putting in this new .culvert, Majort 
' . A. The purpose of it is that we have no rain-
page 125 ~ water sewer for the streets in that vicinty. Prob-
ably in grading streets they 'vill be required to 
have a larger opening. At that time, ho,vever, in August, 
1922, those streets were not graded. This was an expedient 
to take care of rain-water that would accumulate in the ravine 
until a more desirable rain-water sewer had been placed in 
the streets to take the drainage away. It is not our purpose 
.to build any sewer in the ravine (that would be twenty-some 
feet below the grade of the streets) but to ultimate build it 
in Williamsburg Road where it could be more conveniently 
built and reach the basin to take the. water off. 
Q. Since 1922 has there been any more grade work done, 
any more streets opened, so as to throw any more water into 
this drain? . 
A. Several streets southwest of the Government Road have· 
been graded to some extent, that would really put more water · 
in the ravine than it would prior to 1922. 
Q. Major, did.I1 't the Legal Department advise your De-
partmen.t that, if they had increased the area, made a larger 
drainage area, by grading streets since this culvert was in-
stalled so as to throw moi·e water into it than was true in 
1922 or 1919, it would be advisable to enlarge the culvert1 
. A. Those directions did not come to me direct, 
page 126 ~ but I understood so. The order that I had was to 
enlarge that culvert. 
Q. Based on the fact that more streets had been graded 
and opened and thre'v more water in them-
l\Ir. Oliver: I object to that unless his order stated what the 
Legal Department based those facts on. If so, we call for 
the order. 
The Court: Objection. overruled. 
By ¥r. Cary: 
Q. What is the diameter of this new culvert~ 
A. Four feet. 
Q~ How many acres will a four-foot culvert drain in a sec-
tion of that kind, Major¥ 
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A. On the grade of'the culvert, which would be about 5% 
in 100 feet, it would drain about 150 acres. _ 
Q. Now, looking to the future, and considering the open-
ing of all streets practically in· that section, and consider-
ing the contour of the area to be drained by this 48-inch cul-
vert, ho'v many is the maximum acres that this 48-inch cul-
vert could be expected to drain, or be called on to drain, or 
actually drain 1 
A. About 150 acres. 
Q. I understood you to say that a 48-inch culvert 
page 127 } will drain 150 acres 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Ho'v many acres will this 48-inch culvert be called on 
to drain? 
A. In the area to be graded immediate to this is about fifty 
acres of land. 
Q. Fifty acres of land that this culvert will be called on to 
drain according to the contour of the section Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is the eost of tha1 culvert that is being put in 
uo,vf Do you happen to knowf 
~Ir. Talley: We object to that. 
The Court: I don't see the relevancy of it. 
The Court: Objection sustained if objection is made to it. 
By Mr. Cannon: 
Q. Aiajor, 'vha.t is the difference in ratio as you increase 
the diameter of a circular conduit~ Does it increase in arith-
metical or diametrical progression? 
Witness : You mean to conduct water 7 
lVIr·. Cannon: Yes, sir. 
page 128 } A. Great deal depends on the slope. 
Q. Assuming the slope is the same ~ 
A. I wouldn't be able to tell you the exact proportion. right 
off the bat between what a twelve-inch pipe would carry and 
what a two-foot pipe would carry. 
Mr. Cannon: I thought perhaps you kne,v. 
\Vitness: No. I wo~ld have to know the grade and slope. 
Mr. Cannon: I am assuming the slope is the same. 
Witness: Well, it would still be some proportion on ac-
count of friction. 
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CROSS EXA}.1INATION .. 
By Mr. Talley: . 
Q. When you went to the place of the flood after the, water 
had subsided, where did, in your opinion, the trash and tin 
cans,. sticks and leaves that you saw in the mouth of this cul-
vert come from? 
A. I think it would be a very natural consequence fron1 the 
looks of the country above the culvert between Carlise Avenue 
and Williamsburg Road, that depended upon rains to wash 
the brush that was lying loose and weeds and sticks, and 
from what I could see on the ground my opinion was it eame 
from that source. 
Q. You mean that it came from the surround-
page 129 ~ ing country in the neighborhood .of this stream? 
A. 1\.nything that was contiguous to that 
branch. 
Q. Do you know· that to be a fact or not, that, if water 
comes up out of the banT{ and overflows the country, that it 
will pick up this very stuff you saw in the mouth of this cul-
vert and float it down and deposit it at the mouth of the cul-
vert. 
A. I can't testify to anything like that. All I can tell you 
gentlemen is that the culvert was partly closed, or almost en-
tirely closef{, with trash. 
Q. What was that trash composed of? 
A. Sticks, weeds, tin cans and everything of that kind that 
you find through the woods there, put there from time to 
time by various people who live in that community to g·et rid 
of the trash from their back yards. It had that appearance 
to me. 
Q. Did you see any sticks of wood there looked like wood 
that was used for house purposes? 
A. I don't recall any sticks of that size. Small sticks--
brush, leaves and small limbs of trees. 
Q. Did you go there in company with l\ir. La Prade f 
A. I really can't recall. ~Iy impress! on is I 
page 130 ~ did go 'vith La Prade. · 
· Q. 1\fajor, what changes have been madn in 
those streets out there in the area drained into this stream 
since 19221 
A. Well, a few streets have been partly graded, or drained; 
I don't know which; I have nothing to do with grading. 
Q. Do you know what streets they are? 
A. Salem and National and I think some work of that kind 
was in \Villiamsburg Road. They are chiefly the streets. 
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Q. Don't you know that the only improvements that have 
been made to any of those streets drained in this area was a 
little gravel put on some of them 1 • 
A. I am unable to tell you what was put in the streets. 
Q. You really don't know what improvements 'vere made on 
those streets? 
A. No. I have nothing to do with· street work. 
Q. So far as you know, has any cha~1ge been made there 
since 1921 or '22 that would throw any more water into this· 
stream than "Tould naturally have gone into there anywayf 
A. My opinion is it has been. 
Q. What 'vere those changes? 
A. The earth gutters that they have no,v. There were 
none of those streets graded in 1922. Earth gut-
page 131 ~ ters have been formed and turn into National 
street and turn into Carlisle A venue, and take 
more water no"r than then. 
Q. "What streets have been graded since 1922? 
A. I don't kno'v as any have been fully graded. 
Q. vVhat streets have been hard surfaced since then? 
A. I couldn't tell you. 
Q. You don't kno'v of any that has been graded or hard sur-
faced since that time, do you? 
A. Apparently graded, or partly graded. I don't know 
'vhether they were graded or not. 
Q. Then, do you know of any change that has been made in 
that drainage area that ·would throw more water into that 
stream since 1922 ~ 
A. In my opinion there has been. 
Q. Then, tell the jury what some of those changes were, 
please. 
A. I have just told them about the gutters; in some of those 
intersecting streets that lead into Salem street, that ·the gut-
ters nov{ turn to,vards the ravine. 
Q. Gutters on what streets have been put down since 1922 
and turn the water into the ravine? 
A. Salem and National and Carlisle. 
Q. Are you sure that there are gutters to any 
page 132 } of those streets at the present time? 
A. Earth gutters-unfinished streets. They 
turn water in that direction notwithstanding. 
Q. How does that turn water in a different direction from 
the way the water "rould have gone, anyway? 
A. It is drained around down hill past Carlils in a westerly 
direction. 
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. Q. Wouldn't all the water draining from that surface 
rather have been in the opposite direction and naturally find 
its way i
9
nto that stream anyway~ 
A. Find its way in past Carlisle. The question of the size 
of the culvert is entirely separat~ from that because calcula--
tions were made with an unchanneled surface. The per ce~t 
of water floWing in a given direction is very much less than 
after the channels are opened. 
Q. Would putting gravel down in any of theF~e streets have 
anything to do. with changing the water flowing into this ra-
vibe-water that had before that time gone in a different di· 
rection ~ 
A. If the gutters were formed there and water w~s turned. 
towards the ravine, there would be more 'vater going through 
than before. 
. Q. The gutters did not take the water that had 
page 135 ~ formerly gone over the hill the other way and 
bring it back from the ravineY 
A. At intersecting streets it most assuredly does take the 
water in the direction of the ravine rather than over the hill. 
Q. Do you know any of those streets in which the water 
has been taken, that went in another direction, and throws it 
in the direction of this stream 1 
A. Salem has been graded, and the gutters of Salem street 
take water from intersecting streets, both ~ational and Car-
lisle, and turn that in the direction of this ravine, which it 
ddn 't do n 1922 . 
. Q. Which way did the water drain in 1922 from Salem 
street? 
A. The natural surface was flowing 1~orth along Salem 
street. 
Q. Don't you know there is no gutter there opened up in 
Salem street; that it has only been gravel put on these 
streets? 
A. There is a gutter. Water turns from Salem into Car-
lisle, and water turns from National street into the ravine. 
Q. Who is more familiar with the situation out there; who 
has charge of that business more, you or Mr. La Prade? 
1\. Both myself and La Prade are entirely sepa. 
page 136 ~ rate in that character of work. 
Q. Mr. La Prade is City Engineer¥ 
A. He is one of the City Engineers, but he is no in charge 
of grading the surface of streets. 
Q. Ho'v long has it been since you 'vere out there in that 
locality and observed the drain of the water 
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A. I reeall these things from recollection, but I have been 
there probably frequently in the past year. The street has 
been graded, or partly graded (I don't know whether graded 
or not) in the past three or four years, or two or three years. 
Q. You don't know just when it was graded, do you~ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Can you deny what J\£r. LaPrade said when he mad~ 
the statement that there has been no appreciable change in 
the drainage into this ravine since 1922¥ 
l\1:r. Cannon: We object. 
The. Court: Objection sustained. He is not called upon to 
pass on the testimony of other witnesses. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. lVIajor, you said you had charge of installing culverts, 
did you not? · 
A. Yes, sir . 
. Q. Who has charge of the department as to 
page 137 } 'vhere culverts shall be put in and what size cul-
. verts shall be installed~ 
A. In the office of the Director of Public Works they have 
a Design Bureau, which figures out all of those things. 
Q. Your orders come from the Department of Public 
Works, do they? 
·· ' A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I wish you would tell this jury if you can how it hap-
pened that, when it came to the question of the widening of 
the culvert under Carlisle Avenue, the orders came to you not 
from the Department o~ Public Works but from the Law 
Department 1 
~Ir. Cannon: I object to that question because there has been 
no such testimony as that. 
The Court: I understood there was; that you did advise. 
Mr. Cary: Not the Major direct, but the head of the de-
partment; that, if there had been work throwing mooe wa-
ter in-
The Court: I don't know what the question is but I under- · 
stood the test4nony-
Mr. Cannon: ~rhis question assumes the order came from 
my department to J\1:ajor Hankins. 
The Court: Didn't the Department of Law instruct the De-
partment of Public Works that this culvert be made larger? 
Mr. Cannon: No, sir. . 
- ~---~- -------.... ~-
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page 138 ~ The Court: That is my understanding. Objec:.. 
tion overruled. 
Mr. Cannon: We note an exc~ption. 
By the Court: 
Q. Do you know anything about itT 
A. My orders came directly from the Department of Pub-
lic Works. 
Q. You didn't get any orders from the Law Departmentf 
A. I did not most assuredly. 
Mr. Cannon: None was given and he couldn't .have gotten 
them. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. What did you testify to a while ago, Major, in reference 
to orders from the Department of Law to put in a larger 
sewer? 
A. I haven't testified to anything of that sort. 
Q. Were you before the City Council when the question 
~ai:ne up of appropriating money to enlarge this sewer¥ 
· A. No, sir. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Cary: 
Q. In addition to the streets that you have spoken of (Sa-
lem, National and Williamsburg Road) that were not graded 
then, in 1922, and in addition to the gutters be-
page 139 ~ ing put in since 1922 to turn towards the ravine, 
·.veren 't there some streets south of Salem street 
that some ·work like that had been done on? 
A. Carlisle Avenue and National street do extend south of 
Salem street, but in what manner tluit drainage is taken care 
of I am not prepared to say. 
Q. Weren't thet·e some streets south of Salem, in addi- · 
tion to those that improvements have been made on, that 
throw water into this drain? 
~{r. Talley: I understood him to say he didn't know. Iio,v 
is he going to answer that question? 
A. I don't know yet. I can only say that those streets that 
have been improved lead into Salem street-National street 
and Carlisle Avenue-but whether water comes into the ra- 0 . 
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-vine from south o~Sa]em street or not I don't know. The 
~tter on the north side leads into the ravine. The gutter ·on 
the south side I don't know where it goes. 
·By Mr. Cary: 
Q. One side of Salem street does throw water into this 
l'avine7 · 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 140 ~ RE-CROSS EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. What do you mean by saying the street is graded so as 
to thro'v 'vater into the r.avine f Do you mean to say that a 
street that ran down hill north at one time is changed and 
made to slope southwardly; or how do you mean the street 
'vas changed so as to throw water that once ran in one direc-
tion to run in the opposite direction? 
A. At intersecting streets gutters are turned off; streets 
that intersect Salem street are turned off to run into the ra-
vine-in National arid in Carlisle. 
Q. Do you lo1o'v of any change that has been made in the 
condition of Carlisle Avenue except this grading over the ra .. 
vine since 1922? 
A. I don't recall any. I don't rememb~r what was done. 
'Vi tness stood aside. 
page 141} J. N. EUBANI{, 
a witness o~ behalf of the defendant, being first 
duly sworn, testified as follows: 
EXAl\tfiNATION IN CHIEF. 
By 1\IIr. Cary: 
Q. Mr. Eubank, what is your name? 
A. J. N. Eubank. (J. Were you employed by the city in the ye~rs 1922 and 
'23? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When did you come with the city, Mr. Eubank' 
A. In 1911 regularly. 
Q. What 'vas your official position with the city during the 
years 1922 and '23? 
A. In 1922 and 1923 I had charge as engineer of mainte-. 
nance of way and street cleaning. 
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Q. Have anything to do with sewer cleaning! 
A. With culverts, not sewers: That came under the head 
of maintenance. 
Q. When did you leave the city to go in business for your-
self, ~Ir. Eubank? 
A. In May, 1925. 
Q. You voluntarily severed your connection to go in busi-
ness for yourself, did you t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you visit the Carlisle Avenue culvert at 
page 142 ~ ~Ir. Wright's house on August 26th, 1922? 
A. I don't know 'vhether it was August 26th. 
Q. Or 27thf 
A. The latter· part of August, 1922. I don·'t remember the 
exact" date now. · 
Q. Was it the latter part of August~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1922? 
A. Yes, sir. 
· Q. In the year 1922 f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What condition did you see the intake mouth of that 
culvert in? 
A. From complaint to the office, I went over there and ex-
amined it and found that the mouth of it was choked up with 
sticks and cans and rags, and I think there was a little wire 
and trash that would come from trees, and leaves. 
Q. By wire what do you mean; poultry wire or what? 
A. Yes, it was poultry wire-chicken wire they call it. 
. Q . .And it was choked up, was it' · 
A. Almost entirely choked up. 
Q. Mr. Eubank, did you visit this same place on the night 
·of the July 30th, 1923, stormY 
A. Yes, sir, July 30th, 1923, about 10:30 I think, 
page 143 ~ somewhere along there, at night. 
Q. Was that culvert stopped up that night Y 
A. There was just a little water running out at the lower 
end, I suppose about a third full. I couldn't see the upper 
end of it. 
Q. Did you· visit this place the next day, July 31st~ 
.A.. Yes, sir, about 10 o'clock in the morning, between 9 and 
10 in the morning. 
Q. What condition did you find it in at that time? 
A. Well, the water at the upper end of the culvert was ap-
parently about six feet deep on the bottom of the. ravine. 
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Q. Do you mean around the intake mouth of the culvert Y 
A. The depth of the water, I judge it was about six or seven 
f~et deep. 
Q. Was it possible to get into a situation like that and 
open it -up? 
A. Not, sir, not practical. 
Q. Did you visit the same place the next day, August 1st Y 
A. Yes, sir. On August 1st I sent a force there to clean 
it out to start 'vork on opening it up. 
Q. What did you find had happened to the mouth of the 
culvert on August 1st when you could get into it and see what 
was the matter? 
A. Well, it was covered over entirely with dirt. 
page 144 ~ After cleaning away the dirt we found that a 
large piece of curbing had fallen in from the bank 
and choked the sewer up. 
Q. Had it broken the mouth of the sewerf 
A. Yes, sir, broken through a pipe about three or four feet 
from the end. 
Q. Did you receive any complaint from lt£r. Wright of the 
flooding of his property between August 26th, 1922, and July 
and August, 1923? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Were you in charge of that kind of work~ 
.l\ .. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By ~1:r. Tallev: 
. Q. Who went there with you when yon went to this place. 
on the morning of August 27th, 1922, after the first flood 7 
A. I didn't say that I went there on the morning of-the 
27th. I said I went there the latter part of August. I don't 
remember just what day it 'vas. 
Q. I am speaking of after the first flood, whatever day it 
might have been. vVho went with you y 
A. No one. 
Q. You "Tere not there at the time Major Han~ 
page 14-.:Q ~ kins and Mr. La Prade were there, were you? 
A. No, sir. I didn't know they had been there. 
By Mr. Cary: 
Q. Did you clean it out at the time of the first flood in 
19227 
A. Yes, sir. 
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By Mr. Talley: . 
Q. Did yon make any inquiries as to how that trash got into 
the mouth of this culvert? 
. A. No, sir. It was evident how it got there. 
Q. Wasn't it perfectly natural that, if the water had over-
flowed its banks in that locality, that it would have picked 
up sticks and leaves, tin cans or anything else that would 
float and be easily washed into the stream and deposited them 
at the mouth of thiF: ~nlvert when the water subsided t 
Witness: When the water subsided? 
Mr. Talley: Yes, sir. 
A. Well, it would leave a deposit there, but in a stream that 
was rising it naturally would bring a tin can along do,vn with 
it. 
Q. A stream rising would bring a tin can down with it, 
but would it ca1-ry it away from the stream 1 
A. It would carry it along, because a tin can 
page 146 } doesn't float; it would roll. 
Q. ·Then a tin can that couldn't float could roll 
for some distance into the bank up on the high ground, 
... couldn't it? 
A. It would be carried with the current of water. 
· Q. Isn't it natural that that should be carried. dow:n and 
stuck in the mouth of this pipe as the "rater went out? 
A. Yes, sir, if the water "ras rising. 
Q. I am speaking of when the water went ot. Wouldn't 
there be more suction in the mouth of this pipe when the wa-
ter went out than when it was high and flo,ving over another 
embankment rather than going entirely through the pipe Y 
A·. You mean when the water subsides after it has been 
stopped up¥ I don't just get the question. 
Q. You are familiar with the situation over there. I mean 
that after the water rises up in this deep ditch, overflows 
the lJanks and goes up to five or six feet deep on the surround-
ing country, if it is not natural that sticks and trash and tin 
cans or anything that would float along on the water would 
float on the water; and, if it 'vas on the surface of the water, 
when the water went dow11 through this pipe, that that stuff 
w·ould lodge right at the mouth of this pipe where the suction 
was strongest? 
A. Some of it would, yes, sir. Any particles 
page 147 ~ large enough to go through, some of them would 
go through. 
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Q. There is no way in the world for you to tell whether 
this trash was floated in that way or whether it was in the 
mouth of this place before the high 'vater came, is itf 
A. No, sir, there is no way for me to tell. 
Q. If you had known at the time you went to this flood and 
saw this trash there that, while the water was at flood level 
the water through the lower end of that pipe was running 
full capacity, would you still have been of the opinion that 
the pipe was stopped up at that time? 
A. In that particular pipe it would have been an imossi-
bility, kno,ving the conditions. The only possible 'vay it could 
run full at the other end would be to turn a stream in some-
where between the mouth that 'vas stopped up and the end 
that it flowed out. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Cary: . 
Q. I understand you went there and did examine the mouth 
of the culvert and you found it almost entirely choked up~ 
A. Yes, sri. 
Q. Is it practicable that trash and stuff, being carried 
down ·with the stream of water, waits until the 
page 148 ~ water all goes through and then holds back and 
floats up to the mouth of itY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. It is more frequently it washes it as it comes into the 
mouth, isn't it 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
RE-CROSS EXAl\fiNATION. 
By :Wir. Talley : _ 
Q. After the water subsided enough so that none of it could 
go over Carolina Avenue, where was the trash and stuff that 
was floating on the banks to go except into the suction at 
the mouth of the pipe? 
A. If the pipe was stopped up it couldn't go through; it 
would accumulate around it if it had been stopped up. 
Q. But assuming the pipe was not stopped until after the 
water rose, trash and stuff would be on top the 'vater, that 
would not stop the pipe when the water was six or eight inches 
above the pipe until the water went down; isn't that true? 
A. The fact is the mouth of the pipe was stopped up when 
I found it. I don't know what might have been. -
-
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Q. The water had also gone down when you found it Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
• "'! 
Q. So you don't know, when the water was 
page 149 ~ standing up level with Carlisle Avenue and trash 
and stuff was floating on the water, whether the 
pipe was stopped up or not, do you¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you there the night during the flood 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. During· the flood ~ 
vVitness : You mean the first or second flood Y 
1\{r. Talley: Either flood. 
A. Yes, sir, I was there during the last flood. 
Q. What time 'vere you there? 
A. At .10:30 or 11 at night. 
Q. How high was the 'va ter then 1 
I. 
' 
A. I don't remember but apparently pretty close to the top 
of the bank. 
Q. But all the water was contained in the bank, was it notf 
A. Oh, yes, sir. 
Q. Then, you were not there when the water was all over 
the neighborhood and running over top of the grade of Car-
lisle A venue, were you? 
A. I don't remember whether it was running over Car-
lisle A venue at the time or not. 
Q. If it had been running over Carlisle Avenue, 
page 150 ~ it had gone down within the banks of the stream 
at the time you saw it, hadn't it? 
A. The next morning it had. 
Q. Well, that night when you got there? 
A. That night the only thing I paid particular attention to 
'vas the pipe on the north side-the pipe that runs from the 
basin, that connects with the basin in the Government R.oad 
was running full, and these two pipes are right together, but 
the other pipe was not open. 
Q. But the water had gone do·wn within the banks of the 
stream at the time you got there, hadn't it? 
A. Apparently it ''ras rising. It was so close to the top 
I don't know 'vhether it had been over or what. 
By Mr. Cary: 
Q. Top of what Y 
A. Top of the grade of Carlisle Avenue. i 
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By Mr. Talley: 
· ·Q. Was Mr. Wright's house all flooded with water at that 
time? Was 'vater all up in his house? 
A. I suppose so. 
Q. If that ·was the condition ho\v could you tell · 
page 151 ~ whether there was any trash in there or not? 
A. I think I could tell that the culvert was 
st~pped up. 
Q. From the lower end 7 
A. Yes, sir, because it was not running hardly more than 
one third full, but there was one pipe running full out from 
Government Road. 
Q. That was 10:30 or 11 at night? 
A. Yes, sir, some"\\rhere close to that time. 
·Q. Are you positive~ because some of the witnesses testified 
the water had gone down at that time. Are you positive it 
was about that time that you went there and found that con-
dition? 
A. It 'vas after 10 o'clock; I know that. Whether the water 
was. rising or falling, I am not prepared to say. 
Q. Did you have a light when you went to the other end? 
A. Only automobile light. I didn't turn the light at the 
upper side. I ran hi to Carlisle A venue and backed out the 
other way. . 
Q. Had tlw culvert fallen arid mashed the pipe at that 
time? 
A. I didn't notice that; I didn't notice 'vhether the. curbing 
had gone or not. 
Q. Did you testify anything about a curbstone 
page 15.2 ~ pressing the pipe inf I don't remember whether 
you did or not. 
A. I testified that I found the curbstone in the pipe. 
Q. You found the pipe covered over with dirt1 
A. Found the curbstone in the pipe. · 
Q. Was that the occasion you looked in the lower end of 
the pipe and saw .it was not running full capacity? 
A. No, sir; that was the second day afterwards. 
Q. · Why is it you didn't testify at the other two trials, 
1\tlr. Eubank, that you went there on that occasion and the 
water was up nearly to the level of Carlisle AvenueY 
A. I don't know unless I wasn't asked. 
Witness stood aside. 
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page 153 ~ J. 0. BASS, . 
a witness on l)ehalf of the defendant, being first 
duly sworn, testified as follows: 
EXA~IIN.ATION IN CHIEF. 
By Mr. Cary: 
Q. 1\fr. Bass, wllat is your official position 'vith the city~ 
A. Inspector. 
Q. Inspector of what 1 
A. Streets and maintenance of all kinds. 
Q. Did you hold that position on July 30th and 31st, 19231 
A. I did. 
Q. Did you visit the Carlisle Avenue neighborhood after 
the storm of July 30th, 1923? 
A. The morning after the storm of the evening of the 3oth 
I drove around in the neighborhood of Carlisle Avenue and 
the Government Road and I found the condition there that 
the curbing had been washed, "rhich I would term the south-
east, or southwest, side of Carlisle A venue. 
Q. On the side to,vards 1\fr. Wright's house f 
A. Yes, sir, whatever side that is; I don't know what it is. 
Dirt had been 'vashed from underneath that. 
Q. That is the intake side of the culvert f 
A. That is on the head of the culvert. 
Q. There the water runs in? 
page 154 ~ A. Yes, sir, and this curbing had showed that 
it had fallen in. 
Q. That was on what clay, did you say? 
A. That was the morning after the flood-July 31st. 
Q. Did the water appear to unclerwash this curb and gut-
ter~· 
· A. Yes, sir, th~ water had underwashed this curb and gut-
ter and caused the curb and gutter to settle and fall. 
Q. Describe that curb and gutter, how wide and how long 
· and ·what was it made off . 
A. That curb and gutter came down Carlisle Avenue. W11en 
she was there, she was intact like that (Indicating), two ten-
foot sections. In the middle of those two sections it dropped 
rig-ht like that. (Indicating.) 
Q. vVhat size~ 
A. That curbing is eight inches across the top. The gutter 
is four feet. 
Q. \Vhat is it made out of? 
A. Concrete. It was up-grade like my two fingers when it 
was made .After tl1e wash it tumbled over in the center. 
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Q. Was there any water in that fill on July 31st when you 
went there and looked at it at the mouth of the culvert where 
the curb and gutter had fallen in¥ 
A. Water appeared to be about half way of the depth of 
the ravine. It showed a choking of some kind. 
Q. Standing there? . 
page 155} A. It was standing there when I was there. 
Q. Was it raining on July 31st? .. 
A. As near as I can recollect she was cloudy, but I don't 
remember any rain. 
Q. You were attending to your duties Y 
A. I was attending to my duties all day. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By J\lfr. Talley: 
Q. The curb of Carlisle A venue was near the edge of the 
fill or embankment, wasn't it Y Near the edge of the five foot 
€mbankment, wasn't it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, there was a ditch or gulley washed through the 
embankment of Carlisle A venue ~ 
A. No, sir. It appeared to be washing under this curb and 
gutter and she fell in that way. (Indicat4lg.) 
Q. As a matter of fact, didn't it appear to you at the time 
there that the water that had gone up to Carlisle A venue and 
over Carlisle Avenue had softened the embankment and 
caused the curbing near the edge of the embankment to give 
in 1 
A. The water was bound to cause that settle-
page 156 } ment before the curb gave way. 
Q. It caused it by softening the embankment 
and that fresh dirt caused the curbing to drop; isn't that so 1 
A. I said it showed where it had washed and undermined 
tlw curb and gutter and made it settle. 
Q. Softening the embankment by the water being up even 
with Carli&.le Avenue would naturally start from the side of 
the embankment and cause the curb to fall, wouldn't it? 
A. That could cause a. wash, too. 
Q. Did you see any sign of where water had gone over Car· 
lisle Avenue? 
A. Carlisle .Avenue showed sign of where 'vater passed over 
. the roadway. 
Q. But it didn't wash the gutter? 
A. Didn't 'vash across the roadbed, b11t it showed that wa~ 
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ter had been under the curb and gutter, coming up that way 
and going. over the roadway. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 157 ~ JAMES BOLTON, 
a witness on behalf of the.defendant, being first 
duly sworn, testified as follows:. 
EXAMINATION IN CHIEF. 
By ~Ir. Cary: 
Q. What is your occupation, Mr. Bolton Y 
A. Civil engineer. 
Q. What is your position with the city~ 
A. Chief of the Bureau of Service and Designs. 
Q. I hand you a chart prepared by your office, showing the 
largest storms that have visited the city of Richmond. Do 
you identify that chart1 
A. I do. 
Q. I would like for you to explain it to the jury. 
A. The object of this chart is to compare the rainfall of 
various communities with that that have been experienced in 
Richmond over a period of a number of years. This record is 
taken from the Weather Bureau records and that is the in~ 
formation from 'vhich it is compiled. The Weather Bureau 
records went back for about fifty years. Our records don't 
go back quite as far as that. 
Q. Where did you get it from Y 
A. These are from the self-recording rain 
page 158 ~ gauges that record the amount of precipitation 
by clock-work during the entire period of storm, 
beginning of storm to end of storm, and· what we take off 
is the ·accumulation a.t the end of each five minutes during 
the storm. 
Q. Where are those water guages placed? 
· A. The Weather Bureau rain gauge is 011 Chimborazo Park. 
The city has a rain gauge on top of the Capitol Building, one 
out at Sauer's place at Meadow and Broad, and one at High-
land Park School, Second A venue and Brookland Park Boule-
vard, and one over 011 Bainbridg·e Junior High School. The 
.object of that is to see if there is any material variation in 
the storms in different parts of the city. This chart is made 
from the results of all those. 
Q .. This line (Indicating) shows what~ 
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A. That shows the time from beginning of storm in min-
utes. 
Q. ~That is the length of stormy· · 
A. Yes, sir. Figures indicate the number of minutes. 
Q. This line (Iindicating) shows what? . 
.A. That shows the accumulated rainfall from the- begin.: 
ning of the storm until. whatever time it ends. 
Q. So that by intersection of the time line with the inches 
line you have the depth at a certain time 1 
A. By intersecting the time line with the curve 
page 159. ~ of the rainfall it will give you the amount of ac-
cumulation of rain in that time. 
Q. Will you pick out from the curve what rain fell on July 
30th, 1923? 
A. July 30th, 1923, is here. 
Q. Will you point that out to the jury? 
A. It is sho~ on this heavy line. 
Q. How much rain fell? 
A. The total rainfall is 7.26 inches. 
Q. How long did it rain? 
A. 155 minutes. 
Q. Now, Mr. Bolton, will you pick out the next largest rain 
curve on that chart and sho·w the jury Y 
A. The next largest one is the one indica ted by this line. 
(Indicating) Another one you will notice but that was from 
rain in other cities. The next largest one in Richmond is in-
dicated by that marked #2 in red, and July 30th, 1922, marked 
#l in red. 
Q. Those curves intersect at about what time? 
A. About 42 minutes. 
Q. What was the rainfall at that time? 
A. The rainfall at that'time was about 2.75 inches. 
Q. N o,v, then, did the July 30th storm continue · 
page 160 ~ to rise from 2 to what Y 
A. 2.75. 
Q. From 2. 75 inches through the 155 minute period until it 
reached a depth of 7.26 inches ~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Take the next largest rain. How much did that in-
crease in depth by the time the storm was over Y 
A. That increased practically three inches, a shade under 
three inches. 
Q. So that only rose a quarter of an inch more after these 
lines intersected 7 
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Mr. Oliver: How many minutes? 
Witness: That would be in the next 33 minutes. 
By ~Ir .. Cary: 
Q. Then there is a note on this chart of the largest rainfalls 
in other cities in red' 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What are they? 
Mr. Oliver: We object to the rainfall in other cities. That 
has no bearing on 'vbat the rainfall was in Richmond. 
page 161 ~ By 1.1:r. Cary? 
Q. What is the largest rainfall sho'vn for the 
city of Baltimore? That is in the general neighborhood. 
l\1:r. Oliver: We object to that. 
The Court: I think the objection to all this should be sus 
tained. · 
By .1\fr. Cary: 
Q. The total rainfall July 30th, 1923, 'vas. 7 .26-inches, and 
ft rained 155 minutes ? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The next largest rainfall was how much? 
A. 2.75 inches-No; that was 3 inches, practically 3 inches .. 
Q. Three inches in depth and rained how long~ 
A. About 75 minutes. 
Note : Chart identified by witness was filed and marked 
''City's Ex. #1." 
Q. 1\{r. Bolton, I hand you another map prepared by the 
Department of Public Works, showing frame dwelling at the 
intersection of Carlisle AYenne and GoYernment Road. Do 
you identify that as a survey 1nap of your department? 
A. I do. 
Q. Doe~ the profile survey scale shown on 
page 162 ~ that map show the height of the houses above 
the top of the bank level? Whose house is thatf 
(Indicating.) 
A. This is the house at the soutlnvest corner of GoYern-
ment Road and Carlisle Avenue. I am not familiar with the 
ownership of the property, but it is the nearest house to Car-
lisle Avenue, immediately south of Carlisle Avenue and west 
of the Government Road. 
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Q. Isn't that part of the property that belonged to the Gef-
:ferts at one time? 
A. That is. It is known as 4100 Government Road. 
Q. Used to belong to the Gefferts and they made a dedica-
tion~ 
A. That property did. 
Q. Will you show the gentlemen of the jury that profile 
view and .. tell them how high that house is above the level of 
the top of the bank? Ho'v much above the level of the stream 
bank is the bottom of that house? 
A. The basement floor of the house is practically one foot 
above the top of the bank. 
Q. Is how much? 
A. Practically one foot. 
Q. That is by survey f 
\A. That is by actual survey. 
pag·e 163 } Note: Map identified by witness was fileq and 
marked "City's Exhibit #2". 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By 1\fr. Talley: 
Q. While you have'this map and profile in your hand please 
tell the jury ·what is the depth of this stream as shown by 
the profile~ . 
A. The depth of the stream at that particular point is 
practically five and a half feet. 
Q. What is the width of the stream~ 
A. The width at the bottom, of course, is. very narrow, pos· 
sibly not over a couple of feet; at the top about three and half 
to four feet 'vide at the top of the banks. 
Q. Look at that again and see if you haven't got that width 
wrong? 
A. Yes, sir, I think I have. Practically ten feet wide the 
banks at the top, and at the bottom it is a matter of about 
two feet. 
Q. Will you look at this rain chart and tell the jury what 
is. the largest rainfall in Richmond lasting for the first forty 
mn1utes ~ 
A. The hardest rainfall in Richmond during the 
page 164 ~ first forty minutes of its duration, the heaviest 
rainfall, is the one of August, looks like, 1908~ It 
is hard to read this. 
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Q. What is the next largest rainfall for the first 'forty 
minutesT 
A. Appears to be the one of July 30th, 1923. 
Q. What is the next largest for the first forty minutes f 
A. September 22nd, 1907. 
Q. What is the next largest for the first forty minutest 
A. July 13th, 1923. 
Q. Now, give us the ~ext. 
Witness : Those are all based on a forty minute perioclT 
Mr. Talley :·Yes. 
A. August 1st, 1915. 
Q. No'v let us have the amount of rain that fell during the 
first forty minutes of the rain of 1908? 
A. In the first 42 minutes the rain was about 2. 75 inches; 
better call that 2.7 in 40 minutes. 
Q. Now, the first forty minutes how much had fallen on ~Tuly 
30th, 19237 
A. 2.5 inches the first 40 minutes. 
Q. No,v, how much had fallen in the same time on Septem-
ber 22nd, 1907 Y 
A. About 1.95 inches. 
page 165 ~ . Q. Ho,v much had fallen on J nly 13th, 192:3 ~ 
A. About 1.45. 
Q. Now, for August, 1915 Y 
A. Practically the same as the last. 
Q. Have you got a record of a rain there that fell in the 
year 1920? 
A. I don't see it. 
A. I want to ask you if, during the first 25 minutes of rain-
fall, there are not four or five rains that produced more water, 
duril_!g the first 25 minutes, than the one of July 30th, 19231 
A. l see about two. There are several rains in between 
those two, but they seem to be Washington and Baltimore; 
and other storms, not Richmond storms. 
Q. Both of those rainstorms were harder than the one in 
19231 . 
.. A.. During the first 25 minutes. 
Q. For the first 25 minutes¥ 
A. Yes, sir, that is correct. 
Q. Isn't the only thing that distinguishes this rainfall of 
July 30th, 1923, from several of the other rainfalls we have 
had the fact that it lasted so much longer than the 
page 166 ~ others, and not the fact that the rain poured doWP 
harder than in these other storms? 
I • 
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A. No, that is not the only reason. That is one of the rea-
sons, that the rain lasted longer, but there are periods of this 
storm in 'v~ich the intensity-
Mr. Cary: Which storm 7 
-
A. (Continued) In the storm of July, 1923, in which the in-
tensity is just as great and greater in some instances than 
any of the other storms. The reason 've consider it the heavi-
est storm is due to the fact that, during the duration of prac-
tically any other storm that we have had, during not only the. 
40 minutes (most of these storms run longer than 40, they go 
to 60 minutes), during that duration we had a greater accumu-
lation, the ground was more thoroughly saturated than the 
ground was at the end of any of the other storms . 
.By Mr. Talley 
Q. How do you know that~ 
. A. Because greater water had fallen in that period of time; 
and that the storm then continued in fury for a considerable 
time after that. In other words, the ground was saturated, 
the sewers pretty 'vell charge.d within the first 60 minutes 
of the storm, and after that we had about 90 min-
page 167 ~ utes of intense storm, the total accumulation in 
the last 90 minutes being equal to the total that 
we had had at any other storm prior to that. 
Q. In considering water going through a certain size cul-
vert, isn't it the intensity with which the water falls rather 
than the dura tiou that will determine whether or not a cer-
tain rainfall will be carried through a culvert? 
A. The el~ment of time is quite. an element in the design-
ing of se,vers ; in other words, the relation between the longest 
storm of record and the time it will take the water from the 
furthest reaches· of the drainage area to reach the sewer that 
iA being designed; in other words, the question whether. the 
water that is going to fall in that vicinity will get entirely 
away and that the water will get entirely through the sewer. 
before the water that falls in the far reaches of the drainage 
area reaches the point of the sewer. 
Q. Suppose we take an instance where the area to be 
drained into a certain pipe covers about fifteen acres of 
ground, would the volume of water from a downpour of rain 
in the course of thirty minutes find its way into that pipe Y 
A. J\IIost of that will get in within thirty minutes. 
Q. '11hen, the first thirty minutes ought to be 
page 168 ~ a test as to whether or not a certain size culvert 
will take the water, wouldn't it 1 
. - --------- - ~--~---- -- . -- -------------------
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A. Within an area of about 25 acres, yes, sir. 
Q. So, if the water of the first thirty minutes of downpour 
would get through a certain culvert, the wate1· that fell for a 
day or a "reek afterwards, assuming it fell With the same de-
gree of intensity, ·would continue· to get through the pipe, 
would it not Y 
A. Not necessarily, not in a section of country such as this, 
for the reason that another element of design is tlie per cent 
of imperviousness of the soil over which the rain falls. rro 
explain that: Take undeveloped territory, wood laud·, com 
pf:!ratively flat; about 90% of the rain falling on that area is 
either absorbed by vegetation or the soil or by evaporation 
and only about 10% of it actually reaches the ravines or 
streams that drain the area; ·whereas, in a city that is solidly 
built up like in the business section of a city, the conditions 
are practically reversed and about 90% of the water that 
falls goes directly to the sewers and only about lOo/o is taken 
up in absorption and evaporation. No,v, in that section out 
there, even now it is not fully developed, it is partially coun-
try; I mean similar to country land. It is fairly steep and 
has very fmv buildings, so it is· only a. compari-
page 169 ~ tively small percentage of the normal rainfall that 
gets to the ravines, even in storms such as those 
that last 50 or 60 minutes, but, after a storm has lasted 50 
or 60 minutes, the ground has become thoroughly saturated 
and the percentage of imperviousness is totally changed. If 
the ground is saturated to its limit, as it would be in a storm 
of 50 or 60 minutes, then you get a vecy much higher per-
centage of rnn-off running to the drainage ravines; and that 
is the condition that would prevail in a location of that sort 
with a storm lasting as long as 155 minutes. 
Q. In addition to this 15 acres that is drained into this 
particular culvert, where the land is sloping, would more of 
the water from the beginning run off~ 
A. Of course, the greater the slope of the land tributary 
to the drain ditch and the steeper the slope, the more rapidly 
the water will flow out and less will be absorbed. That iH 
very true. 
Q. Wouldn't in this particular place 'vater run off more 
rapidly because it is in a more sloping condition 1 
A. It 'vould run off more rapidly than in a flatter location. 
Q. And wouldn't the amount of water that 
page 170 ~ ·would soak in the ground during a heavy rain on 
these particular fifteen acres be very small~ 
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A.. No. It would be a very large per cent in that particular 
section. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By J\!Ir. Cary: 
Q. you read some storms here as to the first 40 minutes. 
How long did they last Y You gave one in 1908 for the first 
40 minutes, 2.7 inches. 
A. That one lasted a total of 75 minutes from the beginning 
of the storm. 
Q. After the first 40 minutes how much did it rise? 
A. There was a total precipitation after that of about a 
quarter of an inch. 
Note: At 6 P. M., court adjourned until to-morrow, March 
lOth, 1927, at 10 A. M. . 
page 171} SECOND DAY. 
Mareh lOth, 1927_. 
Court met at 10 A.M., pursuant to adjournment of yester· 
day. 
JAMES BOLTON, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, resuming, further tes· 
tified as follows~ 
RE-DIR.ECT ~XAMINATION (Continued).. 
By J\!Ir. Cary! 
· Q. Mr. Bolton, when we adjourned on yesterday, you had in 
your testimony enumerated about four storms from this chart, 
or curve, that had lasted forty minutes and with the rainfall 
in that forty minutes: The first one I recall your mentioning 
'vas one in 1908. Can you locate that one Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. I believe you testified in the first forty minutes 2.7· 
inches of rain fell. That is correct Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much longer did that storm last? 
A. That storm lasted 35 minutes after the 40 minute pe.· 
rio d. 
Q. How much more rain fell f 
....... 
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page 172 ~ A. Practically a total of 3 inches, which would 
give about three-tenths of an inch of additiona~ 
rainfall. 
Q. So the total was 3 inches and it lasted 75 minutes Y 
A. Total of 75 minutes. 
Q. In 40 minutes 2.7 had fallen~ 
.A. That is correct. 
Q. After that 40 minutes only three-tenths of an inch fell t 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Now, take the next one. I believe you named the storm 
of July 30th, 1923. Can you locate that on the map? 
A. July .30th, 1923. Yes, sir, we have that storm, too. 
Q. I think ~.,.ou testified that in the first 40 minutes two nnd 
how much inches fell? 
A. In the first 40 minutes 2.6 inches fell. 
Q. How much longer did that storm last t 
A. 115 minutes longer. 
Q. How much rain fellY 
A. 2.6 from 7.26 would be 4.66 inches. 
Q. After the first 40 minutes? 
A. Yes, sir, after the first 40 minutes 
-Q. In the first 40 minutes-
The Court: What is the good of going over ail of this 
again? 
Q. Then, the next rain I believe you have down 
page 173 ~ is 1907, September 22nd ~ 
A. Yes, sir, September 22nd, 1907. 
Mr. Cary: I want to show that, while it rained 40 minutes, 
it was practically over at that time. 
The Court: You can argue that. It is a matter or argu-
ment. 
Mr. Cary: I just want to get it before the jury. It is a mat-
ter of calculating it from the map otherwise. 
· The Court: All right. Go ahead. I tho1:1ght those questions 
had been asked before and answered. 
Mr. Cary: I don't think so. Mr. Talley asked about forty 
minutes. 
By Mr. Cary: 
Q. In the first 40 minutes 1.95 inches fell 1 
A. 1.95 inches. 
Q. How much longer did that rain last? 
A. Five minutes. 
Q. Five minutes longer 7 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much more rain fall? 
page 174} A. About 5/100 of an inch. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By 1\IIr. Talley: 
10f 
Q. Have you· undertaken to figure out what would be the 
average fall per minute during the whole time these rains 
lasted? 
A. I have not. It could be figured very easily. 
Q. Vi ould you be surprised if I was to tell you that the aver-
age rainfall per minute for the whole time that the rain of 
July 30th, 1913, fell and for the whole time that the rain of 
1908 fell-that the average per minute of the 1908 rain was 
one-third again larger than the amount that fell in July, 1923 Y 
A. I would not be surprised that the average of 1908 for 
that period was larger than the other in 1923 .. 
The Court: I didn't hear the answer. 
A. (Continued) I say I would not be surprised at the state-
ment as to the rain in 1908, during its period of precipitation, 
that the average was greater than the average of 1923 for 
. its total period of precipitation. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. No,v, the continuation of that rain in 1908 was for ape-
riod of 75 minutes, was it not? · 
A. The total precipitation 'vas 75 minutes. 
page 175 } Q. During that whole 75 minutes the average 
rainfall was one-third again "larger than the rain-
fall in 1923 1 
A. I haven't figures ho'v much larger. I could if you 'va.nt 
that. 
Q. You wot1ld not be surprised that that is a fact? 
A. I would be surprised that it '\"'as as much as a third. 
I would not be surprised if it was somewhat larger. 
RE-RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By l\IIr. Cary : 
Q. You have just testified that in the first forty minutes 
of the 1908 rain 2.7 inches· fell, didn't you? 
A. 19q8, yes, sir. 
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Q. Within the first forty minutes of July 30th, 1923, 2.6 
inches fell? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. And then, in the 1908 storm only .3 inch fell after the 
forty minutes? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. In the 1923 storm four and a fraction inches fell for 
the first forty minutes 7 
A. That is correct. 
·page 176 ~ RE-RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. I want to ask you if, during the first forty minutes, in 
yiew of the question 1\fr. Cary just asked you, the two rainfalls 
w·ere not about together during the first forty minutes? You 
say one rain was 2.7 and the other was 2.6. They were run-
ning about together for the first forty minutes, weren't they~ 
A. They were not running right together. 
Q. Within one-tenth of an inch 1 
A. At the e~d of forty minutes, yes, sir. 
Q. During the rest of the time the rain of 1908 greatly ex-
ceeded the rain of 1923, didn't it-the rest of the time up to 
75 minutes? 
A. No, sir. 
By the Court: 
Q. Are you speaking from actual experience or from what 
the map shows? 
A. From what the map shows. 
The Court: lie has already testified about that. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. If both were running together for the first forty minutesy 
and the rain of 1908lasted 75 minutes, ho'v do you 
page 177 ~ account for the fact that the rain of 1908 got a 
third larger during that75 minutes than the rain 
of 1923, if the rain of 1908 didn't pour down a great deal 
heavier after the first forty minutes? 
}.fr. Cary: He asked him if he ·,vould be surprised. 
Mr. Talley: He said from indications on the map he would 
not be surprised to hear that was a fact. 
The Court: You asked him if he would be surprised that 
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it was a third more. He said he would not be surprised. I 
don't understand that anybody in this day and generation can 
be surprised at anything. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 178 ~ E. A. EVANS, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being first 
duly sworn, testified as follows: 
EXAl\fiNATION IN CHIEF. 
By Mr. Cary: 
Q. Major Evans, what is your occupation? 
A. I have general supervision of the work of the. Weather 
Bureau in the State of Virginia. 
Q. Over at Chimborazo Park? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Major, I hand you an extract from your records, signed 
by yourself. Do you identify your signature to that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you please read the contents of that statement1 
That is a copy of your records at the Weather Bureau, isn't 
it? 
Witness : You wish the whole thing read f 
Mr. Cary: Yes, sir, just read it. 
A. This is a copy. This is dated June lOth, 1924. Three 
storms, in which the precipitation was excessive considered in 
respect to the volume of water, recorded at the Richmond 
Station of the United States Weather Bureau, 
page 179 ~ rendered in the order of the heaviest first-year. 
month, day, duration of excessive, total amount o:f 
excessive period. In order those amounts are, for 1923, July 
30-31; duration 6:20 P. 1\'I. to 8:56 P. ~I. Total time included 
there is 2 hours and 36 minutes, and total amount of excessive 
rain was 7.01 inches. The next heaviest was in 1908 and it 
occurred August 19th, when the rain began at an excessive 
rate at 9:14 P. 1\L and ended the excessive rate at 10 P. M. 
The time "Tas 46 minutes and the amount was .2.91 inches. 
The next rain was in 1920, on June 3rd, which began at 
5:08P.M. and ended at 5:56P.M. for the excessive amount. 
The duration of tht storm was 48 minutes, and the amount 
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of precipitation in that time was 2.43 inches. This is certi-
fied to on the same date, June lOth. 
Note: Paper identified to by witness was filed and marked 
"Exhibit Evans # ". 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Tallev: 
~Q. Will yo-ii give us the average amount of rainfall that 
fell per minute during each of those three rains? 
A. I can figure that. (Figuring.) The amount 
page 180 ~ per minute for the storms, beginning with that 
for 1923, the average was 4/100 per minute; 
slightly in excess of that but not five. That. is the rate of fall 
for the whole storm. The rate of fall for the storm of 1907 
'vas 5/100 per minute. . 
Q. Didn't you make a mistake there in your calculation for 
that? Wasn't it three inches that fell instead of 2.91 inches T 
A. No, sir. It says 2.91 here. There is no record in either 
one of these years that are gjven here of thre.e inches. The 
amounts are 2.43, 2.91 and 7 .01. 
Mr. Talley: The reason I am asking that is I have a record 
here that at the other trial you gave it as being 3 inches that 
fell and gave the average per minute as being .6. 
Witness: I don't kno'v just what the evidence was at that 
time, but I am giving what this sho,vs here. · 
Mr. Talley: I thought you took it. from your same record 
before. 
Witness: Not from this. This is the first time I have seen 
this paper since I prepared it. 
Mr. Talley: I would like to find the paper yon had at the 
other trial. I understood you to say a while ago that was 
the same paper used before. 
Mr. Cary: Yes, it is; 
poge 181 ~ By Mr. Talley: 
Q. Have you any records in your books that 
would show that? 
A. I have records for one of these dates. This book con-
tains one year, 1923. 
Q. You didn't bring the record 'vith you for 19081 
A. No, sir. No question of any other record came up as 
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far as the subp9ena was concerned. I have here the. record 
for 1923 if there is anything in that you wish. 
Mr. Talley: I want to find out now about tJte 1908 rain. 
Witness : Whatever this record shows I think is un-
doubtedly correct. These records are always carefully 
checked before they are turned over. 
1vfr. Talley: What I don't understand is how variances can 
take place, when at the other trial-
1\fr. Cannon: Mr. Talley, ate you testifying~ 
The Court: I will permit you to go on the stand. 
Witness: The only recollection I have of my testimony in 
the last case is I referred merely to the record for this year, 
and that is all I could have given. There is no record 'in this 
connection that has anything to do 'vith 3 inches or more. 
page 182 ~By Mr. Talley: 
Q. Don't you remember my asking you at the 
other trial to figure out the average rainfall per minute for 
those rains, and didn't you giYe me for 1923 .04 inch, and, for 
1908, .06? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Didn't you figure out before? 
A. I only figured on the 1923 record. I don't think there 
'vas any question of any other record at that time. I could 
not be sure of it; I am just giving my recollection of it. 
Q. According to your records now what is the average rain-
fall per minute for that 1908 rain during the whole 75 minutes 
that it fell? 
A. The .record doesn't sho'v any rain falling during a pe-
riod of 75 minutes. The only 1908 excessive precipitation fell 
'vithin a period of 46 minutes, and for that time the rate per 
minute was .05 inch. 
Q. For the first 46 minutes? 
A. No. It is given .for the whole time that the rain fell, 
the excessive •rate. · 
Q. The average rainfall per minute was .05 f 
A. Average rate .05 of an inch. 
Q. ·That goes throughout the whole 75 minutes that the 
rain fell? 
A. Yes, sir. Not 75 minutes but 46 minutes. 
page 183 ~ Q. Now, for the rain. of 1920 what is the average 
rainfall per minute? 
A. Five-hundredths inch per minute. 
Q. Five-hundredths of an inch in 1920? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Cary: 
Q. Major, yo:u only keep a record of intensive rainfall, 
don't you' 
A. Well, that is a special feature of the record of all rain-
falls we keep. That is for use especially in connection with 
just such cases as this. Railroads and all sorts of business 
interests that are affected at all by precipitation need infor-
mation in regard to intensity of rainfall a.nd heavy rainfalls-
architects a.nd various other lines of business-so that we 
keep as a matter of special information the intensity of rain-
fall of every storm wherever the rain amounts to tlHl re-
quired percentage of fall. 
Q. When it gets below that you don't make a record~ 
A. We make a record of it but not in this form. 
Q. Doesn't the duration of a rainfall count, 
page 184 ~ considering the time it takes the ground to ab-
sorb it up to the saturation point-doesn't the 
duration of an intense fall count in the volume of 'vater that 
runs off~ 
A. Yes, sir, very decidedly it does; there is no question of 
that. ~ 
R.E-CROSS EXA~IINATION. 
By Mr. TalleY.: 
Q. If the water that comes through a certain area is fig-
ured on and the area is sloping ground and covering a spave 
of only fifteen acres, it would not take the water that begins 
to fall long to find its 'vay through the drainage of that :fif-
teen acre tract, ·would it? 
A. I wouldn't think so-not very long. 
Q. Now, when rain starts to fall at a heavy downpour, 
isn't it a fact that most of the water on sloping land, uncul-
vivated land, would run off and that only a 'Small· portion 
of it 'vould have time to soak into the ground if you assume. 
that the gro~nd is considerably dryY 
.. Witness: Did I understand you to say cultivated soil? 
1\fr. Talley: Uncultivated, not cultivated soil. 
- A. At that time of the fall, when evaporation 
page 185 ~ is right rapid and it has a very decided effeet on 
lessening the amount of run-off, it would prob-
ably be, with a rain of the intensity given here, that as much 
as 60% of the rain would be run off. The longer, of course, 
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the rain continued, the greater the volume ':vould be, because 
duration is as much of importance as intensity in a case of 
that sort. 
Q. Have you any 'vay of :figuring for us the amonut of rain-
fall per minute in the 1923 rain after the first 75 minutes~ 
A. No, sir. The only way I could do anything with that 
would be to have the original sheet upon which the record was 
made. Those sheets are :filed in the dcpa1·tment at Washing·-
ton; we haven't them here. They are recorded automatically. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 186 ~ THOS. T. LAYTON, 
a witness on behalf of the defenadnt, being :first 
duly sworn, testified as follows: 
EXAl\fiNATION IN CHIEF. 
By Mr. Cary: 
Q. Mr. Layton, what is your occupation? 
A. Photographer. 
Q. Did you, at the request of the City Attorney, take some 
photographs of the effects of the July 30th, 1923, storm 
around the city? 
A. Yes, sir, at the request of Mr. Lacy. 
Q. You took some photographs at the request of ~Ir. Lacy 
to show the effects of the July 30th, 1923, storm in certain 
parts of the city f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did yon sign, date and briefly describe on those pictures 
the time and place? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the fac,t that you took them 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you identify these pictures T What is that one? 
page 187 } J\tlr. Talley: We object to the introduction of 
these pictures unless they have to do with the par-
ticular stream in question here or another stream similar to 
that in the same locality. 
The Court: The objection is overruled. 
~Ir. Talley : "\V e note an exception. 
Mr. Cary: Will you show that :first picture to the jury t 
In fact, show them all. .. ~ 
The Court: Let him identify them :first. 
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By Mr. Cary: 
Q. Do yo~ identify them Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
A. #7 is Williamsburg A venue and Gillie's Creek .. 
#8 is Williamsburg Avenue and Gillie's Creek. 
#6 is Williamsburg Avenue and Gillie's Creek. 
#14 is Broad street near 21st looking west. 
#12 is south side of Broad near 19th looking west. 
#16 shows break in south wall of Dock near lock gates. 
#13 south side of Broad near 20th looking east. 
# 18 break in Dock wall looking south from Pear street ea-
tended to Dock. 
# 15 south side of Broad near 19th looking east. 
· # 19 south side of Broad near 20th looking· east. 
page 188 ~ #17 Dock street near 22nd showing cave-in 
of dock wall. 
#20.showing break in south wall of dock near lock gates. 
# 11 south ·side of Broad near 21st looking west. 
# 10 south side of Broad looking east near 21st. 
#9 south side of Broad near 19th looking west. 
#21 cave-in Dock street near 22nd. 
#22 south side· of Broad street looking west. 
Mr. Cary: Will you show those pictur~s to the gentlemen of 
the jury showing the effect of the storm on Gil~ie 's Creek, 
into ·which it has been testified the drain behind Mr. Wright's 
house empties~ · 
(Photos exhibited to the jury, and filed in evidence, marked 
as above indicated.) 
Q. Will you look at the date you put on the back of these 
pictures and testify what date you j;ook them f 
A. 2/1/23. 
Q. That would be August 1st, 1923¥ 
A. That is right. 
Q. Those are just part of some pictures that you took 
around town, showing the effect in this particular locality Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Those pictures that you took for Mr. Lacy 
page 189 ~ showed the effect of the storm around the city 
generally Y • 
A. That is the idea. 
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CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. How can you say those pictures sho'v the effect in the 
same-locality of the stream in question in this suit 'vhen they 
show the effects of overflows in James River and other creeks 
'vhich run for many miles out of the cl.ty of Richmond into 
the country? 
A. It shows. the effects on the place where the damage was 
done here on the picture. I don't know 'vhat locality you are 
speaking of. 
Q. You don't even know the location in this suit? 
A. No, sir. I only know where I made the photographs .. 
Q. These photographs show damages done by floods in 
James River and in creeks that run many miles in the country 
out of the city of Richmond, do they not 7 
A. I don't know where they run. I don't know a thing 
about that. 
Q. When did you take these pictures 7 
A. The first of August. . 
. Q. Was it the next day after the rainfall 7 
page 190 ~ . A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was the water at its height at that timeY 
A. I wouldn't say that it was at its height. Some of the 
pictures show the 'vater is gone, the flood is over with. 
Q. These pictures show the result of the rainfall of the 
night before and the effect that it had on James River and 
other large creeks and branches, do ·they not Y 
.A.. Evidently so, yes, sir. 
Q. Of the damage done hours after the rain had stopped 
falling; isn't thfrt true Y 
A. !-fade the next day. 
Q. Did Mr. Lacy or any representative of the city get you 
to take a picture of any damage done in the ravine at the 
intersection of Carlisle Avenue? 
A. Not unless it shows here. I don't know where Carlisle 
Avenue is. 
By Mr~ Cary: 
Q. There are no pictures of James River, are there~ That 
is the basin of the city dock, isn't itt 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What does it say on the back of thatY City 
page 191 ~ Dock, · d-..>esn 't it 7 · · 
A. City Dock, walls of lock. 
110 In the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. Isn't that ~amage done by water that came from James 
River even ig you didn't take the picture within two blocks 
of James River' 
A. I don't know. I guess it 'vas water in James River, but 
where that water came from I don't know about that. 
Witness stood aside. 
Defendant Rests. 
page 192 ~ H. 1\L WRIGHT, 
a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, being re-
called ip. rebuttal further testified as follows: 
By Mr. Talley: 
Q. Something has been brought out here in testimony by 
the city in reference to certain improvements of streets, etc., 
that have been made in the last year or two, or two or three 
years, in the area between Williamsburg Road and Govern~ 
ment Road that drains into this ravine. Will you tell the jury 
'vhether or not you are familiar with that area . that drains 
into this ravine~ 
A. Yes, ~ir. I have been living there since 1920, I believe. 
Q. Have there been any improvements to amount to any-
thing made by the city in that area since you have been liv-
ing there? 
A. I haven't seen anything except some gravel put on the 
streets. Salem Avenue, what I know as Salem Avenue since 
J lived there (there is 110 street mark on it), is only two blocks 
long, running from Carlisle to Williamsburg Avenue, and, 
when they graveled that street, I think they changed the wa-
ter course, 1111d the water does run into Carlisle Avenue, in-
stead of going through this pipe it takes the curb and gutter 
down Carlisle Avenue into Government Road, 
page 193 ~ therefore thro·wing less water to come through 
this culvert than ever did before. 
Q. Now, 'vhen these rains fall there-Take the rain of July 
30th, 1923: How long after the rain began falling before the 
place would be out of the banks~ 
·Jvir. Cary: We have been over all that, Your Honor. 
The Court: Yes, sir. I don't think that is rebuttal. 
~1:r. Talley: In view of their talking about making improve-
ments-
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The Court: Who are you rebutting? Objection sustained 
to that question. 
By JYir. Cary: 
Q. You are not an engineer, are you? 
A. No, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
Testimony Closed. 
page 194 ~ Virginia, 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond. 
H. M. Wright 
vs. 
City of Richmond. 
It is agreed by counsel that in furnishing the defendant 
City a transcript of the record .in the above entitled cause, 
the clerk may omit therefrom, all pictures and plats filed in 
evidence and that the originals of such pictures and plats or 
photostats or blue print copiesof s·aid plats may be used and 
referred to in the Supre·me Court of Appeals of Virginia 
·without being copied into said .transcript, and this agreement 
is to be a part of the record. 
THOS. I. TALLEY, 
Attorney for H. M. Wright. 
LUCIUS F. CARY, 
Asst. City Attorney. 
page 195 } And the court certifies that it affirmatively ap-
pears in writing that counsel for the plaintiff 
have had reasonable notice of the time and place when and 
'vhere this bi11 of e:xception 'vould be tendered this 13th day 
of July, 1927. 
R. CARTER SCOTT. (Seal) 
page 196 ~ Virginia. 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond. 
H. M. Wright 
~. 
City of Richmond. 
112 . In the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
DEFENDANT'S BILL OF EXCEPTION NO. 4. 
Be it remembered that, upon the trial of this cause, after 
the jury had been s'vorn to. try the issue joined, and after all 
the evidence as set out in bill of exceptions No. 3 had been in-
troduced before the jury, which the court certifies as a part 
of this bill of exception to be the evidence and all the evidence 
to be introduced in this cause, except the pictures and plats 
adduced in evidence and referred to in the stipulation of coun-
sel, which is made a part of the record, the jury retired and 
returned ·to the court the following verdict : 
"'Ve, the jury, on the issue joined, :find for the plaintiff 
and assess l1is damages at $1,500.00.'' 
And thereupon the. defendant, by eonnsel) moved the court 
to set aside the verdict because the same is contrary to the 
law and the evidence, which mo6on the court overruled and 
~ntered judgment for the plaintiff in the sum aforesaid, to 
which action of the court the defendant excepted and tendered 
this, its bill of exception No.4, which it prays may be signed, 
sealed and. made a part of the record in this cause, which is 
accordingly done. 
And the ~ourt certifies that it affirmatively appears in writ-
ing that counsel for· the plaintiff have had reasonable notice 
of the. time and place when and where this bill of exception 
would be tendered this 13th day of July, 1927. 
R. CARTER SCOTT. (Seal) 
Transcript from the record. 
Teste: GARLAND B. TAYLOR, D. C. 
Fee for transcript $73.00. 
I, Garland B. Taylor, Deputy Clerk of the .Circuit Court of 
the City of Richmond, do certify that the Attorneys for the 
plaintiff have had due notice of the intention of the def(~nd­
ant to apply dor this transcript. 
Gtven under my band this 20th day of July, 1927. 
G ... J\.RLAND B. TAYLOR, D. C. · 
A Copy-Teste: 
H. STEWART JONES, C. C. 
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